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An overview of optical nonlinearities of small bound polarons is given, which can occur in the
congruently melting composition of LiNbO3. Such polarons decisively influence the linear and
nonlinear optical performance of this material that is important for the field of optics and
photonics. On the basis of an elementary phenomenological approach, the localization of carriers
in a periodic lattice with intrinsic defects is introduced. It is applied to describe the binding
energies of four electron and hole small polarons in LiNbO3: small free Nb
4þ
Nb polarons, small




Nb bipolarons, and small bound O
 hole polarons. For
the understanding of their linear interaction with light, an optically induced transfer between
nearest-neighboring polaronic sites is assumed. It reveals spectrally well separated optical absorp-
tion features in the visible and near-infrared spectral range, their small polaron peak energies and
lineshapes. Nonlinear interaction of light is assigned to the optical formation of short-lived small
polarons as a result of carrier excitation by means of band-to-band transitions. It is accompanied by
the appearance of a transient absorption being spectrally constituted by the individual fingerprints
of the small polarons involved. The relaxation dynamics of the transients is thermally activated and
characterized phenomenologically by a stretched exponential behavior, according to incoherent 3D
small polaron hopping between regular and defect sites of the crystal lattice. It is shown that the
analysis of the dynamics is a useful tool for revealing the recombination processes between small
polarons of different charge. Nonlinear interaction of small polarons with light furthermore results
in changes of the index of refraction. Besides its causal relation to the transients via Kramers-
Kronig relation, pronounced index changes may occur due to optically generated electric fields
modulating the index of refraction via the linear electro-optic effect, also. Based on a microscopic
picture and by considering the local structural environment of bound polarons, the appearance of
photovoltaic currents is explained straightforwardly as a result of the optically induced carrier
transfer. Both transient absorption and index changes are spatially confined to the intensity profile
of the interacting light allowing for the recording of efficient mixed absorption and phase volume
holograms. By means of holographic spectroscopy, these small-polaron based optical nonlinearities
are verified either without or with the action of the linear electro-optic effect; their prominent fea-
tures are highlighted by appropriate experimental studies wherin the ultrafast response on the pico-
second time scale is the most recognized one. Based on these findings, the consequences for
applications of LiNbO3 in the field of nonlinear optics and photonics are presented. Besides vision-
ary examples like real-time, 3D holographic displays, the impact of optical nonlinearities of small
polarons for present applications are discussed with frequency conversion and respective limiting
effects, such as green-induced infrared absorption and optical damage, as important example.
VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4931396]
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I. INTRODUCTION
Various manifestations of small polarons1,2 affect
strongly the linear and nonlinear optical properties in the ox-
ide crystal lithium niobate, LiNbO3:
3 free electron Nb4þNb




4 In addition to these three types of
electron polarons, also O hole small polarons bound to Li-
vacancies can occur.5 Such polarons show strong absorption
bands peaked near 1.0 eV (Nb4þNb), 1.6 eV (Nb
4þ




). These peak energies are related
to the respective polaron stabilization energies Ep and, in
addition, to the binding defect potentials for the bound spe-
cies.6,7 The absorption bands are rather asymmetric with pro-
nounced high energy tails, having half-widths of typically
one electron volt. Thus, they fall within the large band gap
of lithium niobate (a¼ 20 cm1 at 3:8 eV (Ref. 8)) over a
wide spectral range.
Using laser light, short-lived small polarons are gener-
ated in nominally undoped LiNbO3 by optical interband
excitation of carriers and/or by carrier-release via photo-
ionization of extrinsic impurity centers.9 Particularly, free
polarons, Nb4þNb, bound polarons, Nb
4þ
Li , and O
 hole polarons
are formed and yield a pronounced transient small polaron
absorption in the visible and near-infrared spectral range.
Besides, laser-induced dissociation of bipolarons,
Nb4þNb :Nb
4þ
Li , that can be created as stable species at room
temperature by raising the Fermi level, e.g., by chemical
reduction, leads to the formation of pairs of bound polarons,
Nb4þLi , and free polarons, Nb
4þ
Nb. All optically generated small
polarons recombine within several micro- and milli-seconds
at room temperature, either with themselves for charge com-
pensation or with intrinsic NbLi defect centers. The genera-
tion of small polarons without the action of light but by
heating is possible, e.g., considerable Nb4þNb are present in
thermal equilibrium at rather elevated temperatures.10
Number densities of optically generated small polarons
reach up to tens of 1022m3 and strongly absorb light in the
near-infrared and visible spectral range taking into account
the typical polaron absorption cross sections exceeding
4  1022 m2.11–13 In recent years, this particular type of tran-
sient absorption, assigned to small polaron generation, has
been applied for purposes of spectroscopic studies of carrier
localization phenomena in lithium niobate related to both
electrons and holes.14,15 These studies already uncovered the
impact of the intrinsic defect structure on the small polaron
formation. A time delay between free-carrier excitation and
small polaron localization of about hundred femtoseconds at
room temperature was found16,17 and a detailed model
approach to the thermally-activated diffusive hopping of
small polarons upon their formation could be deduced.18,19
Furthermore, the optical formation of small polarons is
accompanied by pronounced changes of the index of refrac-
tion, either causally by considering Kramers-Kronig rela-
tion20,21 or via the small-polaron based photovoltaic effect22
and the action of the linear electro-optical effect (Pockels
effect). Only recently it was shown that the optical interac-
tion of light with charges localized as small polarons at
intrinsic defects and a distorted structural environment may
result in the formation of a non-zero net current and the
build-up of huge internal electric fields.22 This bulk photo-
voltaic effect23–27 is one of the most important features of
doped LiNbO3, i.e., crystals with extrinsic defect centers,
such as FeLi. It is because it represents an important step
within the cascade of charge-transport phenomena28,29 that
result in the photorefractive effect,30–33 allowing for a vari-
ety of photorefractive phenomena in various photovoltaic
ferroelectrics.34 Due to the application of continuous-wave
laser light, a phenomenological description of the photovol-
taic effect served convincingly over the last decades. With
the introduction of high-power, (ultra-)short pulse laser sys-
tems, and the appearance of novel nonlinear phenomena in
nominally undoped LiNbO3 (e.g., the appearance of transient
absorption with stretched exponential decay15), a micro-
scopic analysis of light-matter-interaction became inevitably
necessary.22 Its relation to optically induced index changes
in nominally undoped LiNbO3 is studied comprehensively
by means of holographic spectroscopy35,36 and using short,
intense laser pulses. Hologram recording with a single nano-
second laser pulse and efficiencies >20% define a remark-
able small-polaron based photosensitive response of S¼ 8 J/
cm2 (Ref. 36) over the visible and near-infrared spectral
range. According to the metastable nature of optically gener-
ated small polarons, respective holograms decay within
micro- and milli-seconds at room temperature and show
stretched-exponential decay dynamics. They thus superim-
pose with the optical nonlinearities induced by two-photon
absorption and Drude-Lorentz nonlinearity in LiNbO3
observed instantaneously with the laser pulse.37
Obviously, the optical generation of small polarons and
their nonlinear optical features must be considered for the
various fields of applications of lithium niobate in nonlinear
photonics, mainly based on its acousto-optical, nonlinear
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optical, electro-optical, and photorefractive proper-
ties.33,38–40 Already, it has been shown that small bound
polarons may act as intermediate shallow traps in a multi-
step recording scheme for phase holograms featuring non-
destructive read-out.41,42 Because of its increasing role as
frequency converter, laser-induced damage mechanisms in
lithium niobate needs to be analyzed in the framework of
small polarons and, particularly, of their optical nonlinear-
ities. The striking role of charged point defects is reported
in several prominent oxides widely applied for frequency







45 Especially, the latter three materials are techno-
logically of utmost importance for high-power laser applica-
tions. LiNbO3 itself, particularly periodically poled LiNbO3
(PPLN), plays an important role for low-power, tunable fre-
quency conversion.
In order to deal adequately with the features of small
polarons in the numerous possible optical applications of
LiNbO3, it is essential to understand their microscopic struc-
tures and the related nonlinear optical properties, which is
the aim of this review. LiNbO3 here serves as reference ma-
terial due to its variety of small polaron features, the possi-
bility of targeted optical formation of small polarons, and
pronounced nonlinearities of the crystal itself.
This article is organized as follows: In Section II, the
four types of electron and hole polarons are presented from
the structural viewpoint allowing for the description of bind-
ing by Holsteins’ Molecular-Crystal Model (MCM).50 The
groundstate optical features, such as the respective small po-
laron peak energies and the spectral dependencies, are dis-
cussed in Section III based on an optically induced charge
transfer between next-neighboring polaronic sites. The gen-
eration of small polarons by optical means is in the focus of
Section IV. Here, band-to-band excitation of electron-hole
pairs, the excitation from extrinsic defect centers, and the op-
tical dissociation of bipolarons are presented. The relation of
number densities to the appearance of transient absorption is
derived. Models for the appearance of a stretched exponen-
tial decay within the recombination process are summarized.
This Section is supported by experimental results on the typi-
cal transients over the visible and near-infrared spectral
range and of ultra-fast spectroscopic studies that reveal the
small polaron formation time. Section V summarizes the mi-
croscopic approach of the small-polaron based effect.
Besides the appearance of a net current due to a local asym-
metry of the NbLi point defect under investigation, the possi-
bility for the excitation of carriers with energies resonant
with bandlike states is discussed. Thereby, ballistic transport
to distances over the first coordination sphere becomes possi-
ble. The appearance of large photovoltaic fields is explained
by the superposition of coherent and incoherent transport
mechanisms with different mobilities. These fields are shown
to modulate the index of refraction via the linear electro-
optic effect in Section VI. Besides, population density
gratings of small polarons are modeled and verified by ex-
perimental results using ns-pulses for the recording of ele-
mentary gratings and holographic spectroscopy. These
findings are analyzed in the framework of applications of
LiNbO3 in Section VII. With frequency conversion as an
example, the role of small polarons in optical damage sce-
nario as well as the possibilities to reduce appropriate effects
by a detailed knowledge of optical nonlinearities of small
polarons are demonstrated, thereby showing their impact.
II. STRUCTURE PHYSICS OF SMALL POLARONS
IN LITHIUM NIOBATE
Self-trapped charge carriers were introduced by Landau
in 1933 to explain optical properties of alkali halides.51
According to Holstein, self-trapping may occur if the charge
carrier (electron or hole) distorts the surrounding lattice via
Coulomb and short-range interactions.50,52 The displace-
ments of the surrounding ions lead to a potential well in
which the otherwise free carrier is localized. The quasipar-
ticle composed of the self-trapped carrier and the accompa-
nying pattern of ionic displacements is called polaron.53
With increasing coupling strength, the polaronic radius
shrinks, eventually restricting the potential well to a single
lattice site, a so-called small polaron. Following the defini-
tion of Emin,1 small polarons thus are characterized by
strong coupling as it is the case for large polarons and are
distinguished from weakly-coupled polarons.
A. Holsteins’ molecular-crystal model
It is possible to describe the main features of this quasipar-
ticle using Holstein’s one-dimensional MCM.50 This model
describes the polaron localized at one cation site in a three-
dimensional crystal by an appropriate relaxation of its neighbor
ions. Therefore, the most simple conceivable arrangement is
the following: Instead of a number of neighbors in a real crys-
tal, only two of them are assumed, forming a one-dimensional
chain. The polaron, localized at site p, is then assumed to be
stabilized by a change of the distance of the partners in the
molecule, qp. This concept is depicted in Fig. 1.
The results of the one-dimensional model can be trans-
ferred to realistic three-dimensional crystals54 using slight
corrections which will be marked upon occurrence. The fol-
lowing considerations (see Fig. 2) are essentially based on the
works of Holstein,50,52 Appel,55 and Austin and Mott.54 For
more detailed studies, the reader is referred to those articles.
One may begin with a situation where an excess electron
is placed at an originally undistorted site (q¼ 0). The elec-
tronic energy at q is then changed by EK ¼ Fq, where F
denotes the part of the electron-lattice coupling force that
consists of short-range interaction.56 At the same time, the
elastic energy is enhanced due to the induced lattice distor-
tion: Vel ¼ 1=2Kq2. The total energy of the system is given
as the sum of electronic and elastic energies Etot ¼ 1=2Kq2
Fq. By minimizing this energy (qmin ¼ F=K), one obtains
the polaron energy EP





The case of strong electron-phonon coupling is present, i.e.,
a small polaron, if the energy EP becomes large. As derived,
the electron can be localized at any site of the crystal lattice.
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Real crystals contain intrinsic and/or extrinsic point
defects, whose formal charge may differ from that of the reg-
ular sites. The energy of a polaron at such a site is addition-
ally decreased by EC. Due to different ionic environments,
the values of the polaronic force constant may slightly differ
from those of the above addressed situation, labeled by F0
instead of F. In this case, the polaron energy becomes
Emin;D ¼ E0p  EC ¼ EGP: (2)
The resulting state is often referred to as bound small
polaron or simply bound polaron, while the former is called
free polaron with the polaron energy EFP ¼ EP. The elec-
trons localized in this way can nevertheless move in the crys-
tal lattice, taking the induced lattice distortion with them. At
room temperature, the charge transport proceeds via hopping
transitions (incoherent motion1,7).
As to the situation of LiNbO3, Faust et al. found that the
conductivity can be well described by the hopping model for
temperatures down to 150K.57 Again, MCM can be applied
for a detailed description of the polaronic hopping transport.
Consideration of thermally activated transport yields that the
thermal activation energy equals half the polaron binding
energy
Ea ¼ EFP=2: (3)
We note that it was shown by Austin and Mott that in real
ionic crystals the activation energy may be less than
EFP=2.
54
B. Small free and bound polarons in LiNbO3
To date, three different types of small electron polarons
and one type of small hole polaron have unambiguously
been identified in LiNbO3.
4,57,58
It has been proposed in earlier works that the features
described here and in the following sections may be
explained by electrons located at or in oxygen vacancies,
VO.
11,59 However, measurements of the mass density60 and
ESR results61 were highly incommensurate with the oxygen-
vacancy model, and it was disproved for LiNbO3 (see Sec.
6.2 in Ref. 4, see also Refs. 58 and 62). In addition, another
electron quad-polaronic center, the so-called Q-polaron, has
been proposed in order to describe the high-frequency
absorption in reduced LiNbO3,
63 but has been disproved
meanwhile (see Sec. 6.1 in Ref. 4). Therefore, no further
comments are given concerning this point.
All types of small polarons result from the intrinsic
defect structure of LiNbO3 that—although complex—has
been modeled from first principles in very recent articles by
Li et al.64,65 A sketch of the polarons addressed in this work
is given in Fig. 3.
The free small electron polaron (FP) in LiNbO3 consists
of an electron that is localized at a regular Nb site.57 It is rep-
resented throughout this work as Nb4þNb or free polaron and is
the most shallow electron trap known in LiNbO3. Faust et al.
could identify the free polaron only in samples doped with
Mg or Zn above the optical-damage resistance threshold.57
This is due to the fact that in samples below the threshold,
deeper traps, NbLi, are still present.
Bound small electron polarons (GP), Nb4þLi or simply
bound polarons, show properties similar to Nb4þNb, except at
higher binding and absorption energies.58 This type of elec-
tron polaron is found in congruently melting LiNbO3, in
reduced samples by exposure to visible or ultraviolet light at
cryogenic temperatures, or at high temperatures without illu-
mination.58,61,66 In both cases, they are metastably created
upon optical or thermal dissociation of bipolarons. Another
possibility to obtain bound polarons in unreduced crystals is
illumination with intense pulsed light.9,67,68 Bound polarons
further play a decisive role for the photorefractive effect in
FIG. 1. On the meaning of the coordinate q. For details, see the text.
Reproduced with permission from C. Merschjann, “Optically generated
small polarons: Time-resolved pump-multiprobe experiments in lithium nio-
bate vs. random walk charge transport simulations in oxide crystals,” Ph.D.
dissertation (Osnabrueck University, 2007). Copyright 2007 Shaker Verlag
GmbH, Aachen, Germany.
FIG. 2. Sketch of the energies relevant for the small polaron problem.
Reproduced with permission from C. Merschjann, “Optically generated
small polarons: Time-resolved pump-multiprobe experiments in lithium nio-
bate vs. random walk charge transport simulations in oxide crystals,” Ph.D.
dissertation (Osnabrueck University, 2007). Copyright 2007 Shaker Verlag
GmbH, Aachen, Germany.
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LiNbO3 and LiNbO3:Fe. They substantially affect the photo-
conductivity and are in fact the shallow photosensitive level
in the two-center model.69 Two-color holography is possible
utilizing these shallow traps.70
The ground state of electrons in reduced congruently




66 In the presence of bipolarons, a largely
enhanced dark conductivity and photoconductivity is
found.71 The related activation energies are evaluated and
discussed in Ref. 4. Light illumination or elevated tempera-
tures lead to a reversible dissociation of bipolarons in favor
of metastable bound Nb4þLi polarons.
58,61,66 While the former
mechanism can be applied for two-color holography in
reduced undoped LiNbO3,
41 the latter is mainly responsible
for the conductivity in reduced samples.71 Deducing the ther-
mal activation energy and the bipolaron binding energy from
experimental data is not as straightforward as for single
polarons. This is due to the fact that, in contrast to the above
given model, this is a two-site bipolaron (Heitler-London
bipolaron).72 It could, however, be shown that the difference
between the binding energy of the bipolaron and that of two
bound polarons is about 0.27 eV.66
Bound small hole polarons (HP), O, are defect elec-
trons located at an oxygen ion in the vicinity of a cation va-
cancy, most probably VLi.
5 They can be created in LiNbO3
by electron- and X-ray irradiation,73,74 as well as by two-
photon processes of intense green light.68 Since the spatial
relation of the Li vacancies among themselves and to NbLi
antisite defects is not known, the contribution of hole polar-
ons to the thermally and optically activated charge transport
in LiNbO3 is to date still unclear. Therefore, no definite
values can be given for the hole polaron binding energy and
thermal activation energy.
III. OPTICAL ABSORPTION FEATURES OF SMALL
POLARONS
A. Modelling
The optical absorption features of small polarons can be
attributed to their optically activated transport. Assuming
that the electron is initially at site 1 (q1) (cf. Fig. 4), the mini-
mum energies for free polarons are given by
E1 ¼ 1
2
Kq2  Fq1 and E2 ¼ 1
2
Kq2  Fq2 ¼ 0; (4)
since q2 ¼ qmin;2 ¼ 0 without the excess electron. For fre-
quencies, x, exceeding the phonon frequencies (x xLO),
the Franck-Condon principle states that the lattice distortion
does not change essentially during an electronic transition.
Therefore, one has only to consider the electronic energy,
with the coordinates of minimum total energy, qmin;1 ¼ F=K
and qmin;2 ¼ 0, unchanged. One then finds the energy for a
photon-assisted hopping of free polarons
EoptFP ¼ Eminðq2 ! q1Þ (5)





This energy corresponds to the vertical transition depicted in
Fig. 4.
For a bound polaron, the electronic energy at the initial
site has the additional perturbation EC. The energy





þ EC ¼ 2EFP þ EC: (8)
FIG. 3. Structure of LiNbO3 with the intrinsic defects NbLi and VLi. The
related small polarons are depicted using their idealized orbital structure.
Lattice distortions are not shown. Reproduced with permission from C.
Merschjann, “Optically generated small polarons: Time-resolved pump-mul-
tiprobe experiments in lithium niobate vs. random walk charge transport
simulations in oxide crystals,” Ph.D. dissertation (Osnabrueck University,
2007). Copyright 2007 Shaker Verlag GmbH, Aachen, Germany.
FIG. 4. Optically induced transport of small free polarons. Reproduced with
permission from C. Merschjann, “Optically generated small polarons: Time-
resolved pump-multiprobe experiments in lithium niobate vs. random walk
charge transport simulations in oxide crystals,” Ph.D. dissertation
(Osnabrueck University, 2007). Copyright 2007 Shaker Verlag GmbH,
Aachen, Germany.
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Again, this energy can be ascribed to the vertical transi-
tion from initial to final potential that now differ in their min-
imum energy. The frequency dependence of the AC
transport has initially been derived from the MCM by Reik
and Heese.75 Subsequent authors 3,6,7,76 found that in the
classical limit (2kBT > hxLO), the conductivity related to
polarons can be described by





















Here, N is the number density of polarons, a is the hop-
ping distance, g is a dimensionless number of order 1, and
lna0 and W
na
0 are the nonadiabatic polaron mobility and hop-
ping rate, respectively. The energy EPopt has to be replaced by
the respective maximum energy for optical transitions of




FP is EFP or EFP.
The optical absorption coefficient a is
apol x; Tð Þ ¼ 1
n0c
rpol x; Tð Þ; (12)
with c being the velocity of light, n the refractive index of
the material, and 0 the vacuum permittivity. The resulting
absorption band resembles a Gaussian curve, with a prefactor







that is more pronounced at lower frequencies (x < xmax).
B. Experimental fingerprints
Comparisons with experimental data, e.g., for free polar-
ons in LiNbO3,
57 show that the theory presented above is
probably oversimplified. One possible reason may be that
here only transitions from the electronic ground state at the
initial site to the ground state at the final site are considered.5
The orbital structure of polarons including their bound
excited states as well as excitation to states with ballistic
transport is neglected.
The absorption spectra of the individual electron and
hole polarons in LiNbO3 are modeled by means of the spec-
tral dependence of the respective absorption cross section in
Fig. 5 according to Ref. 77.
The free polaron is characterized by a broad optical
absorption band in the near infrared spectral range, centered
at about EFPopt ¼ 1:0 eV (¼^ 1280 nm)—besides showing typi-
cal ESR spectra.57,78 At the same time, measurements of the
electrical conductivity yield an activation energy for
phonon-assisted hopping transport, EFPa ¼ 0:2 0:3 eV.
These values are in line with the theory for the free small po-
laron; the corresponding polaron binding energy is
EFP ¼ 0:5 eV.57 However, detailed investigations of the
absorption spectra indicate a slight additional binding of
about 0.1 eV, influencing the optical absorption at low tem-
perature.57 One possible reason could be a location of Nb4þNb
in the vicinity of a Mg2þ (or respective impurity) ion on Liþ
site.62 The electronic charge transport in LiNbO3 proceeds
via Nb4þ.62 There is strong evidence that these Nb4þ ions
are mainly existing in form of free polarons, and that the
transport is essentially of thermally activated hopping
type.18,62 Bound polarons are accompanied by an absorption
band centered at EGPopt ¼ 1:6 eV (¼^ 760 nm), which implies a
polaron binding energy E0FP  0:55 eV and the additional
term WD  0:5 eV.58,67 The thermal activation energy may
be estimated to be EGPa  0:65 eV. Bipolarons feature a
broad absorption band, which is centered at EBPopt ¼ 2:5 eV
(¼^ 500 nm) and covers the whole visible spectral range, giv-
ing the samples a grayish color.61 The BP absorption cross
section is about two times higher than those of the single
polarons because the oscillator strength is proportional to the
number of electrons in an absorbing system. The hole po-
laron exhibits a broad absorption band in the visible range,
centered at EHPopt:  2.5 eV (¼^ 500 nm).73 A detailed ESR and
optical investigation of the hole-polaron absorption is hin-
dered by the band of Nb4þLi , which always appeared in the
cited works. The optical absorption of O is described by a
photon-assisted hopping of the hole between equivalent adja-
cent O2 ions, which are located around the Li vacancy, thus
restricting the hole polaron to one single VLi.
5
IV. OPTICAL GENERATION OF SMALL POLARONS
The description of the transmission loss of an ultra-short
laser pulse propagation through a LN crystal is based on the
model considering various types of non-instantaneous
responses in LN depicted in Fig. 6.
FIG. 5. Spectral dependence of the absorption cross section of small free
(FP) and bound (GP) electron polarons, of bipolarons (BP), and of small
hole polarons (HP). The spectral fingerprint of Fe2þLi that can be described by
small polaron theory, as well, is depicted for reasons of comparison. Note
that the absorption cross section of BP is about two times higher than those
of the single polarons because the oscillator strength is proportional to the
number of electrons in an absorbing system. Reproduced with permission
from Merschjann et al., J. Phys. Condens. Matter 21, 015906 (2009).
Copyright 2009 IOP Publishing.
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Generation of small polarons can be performed by opti-
cal means by means of one-photon and two-photon absorp-
tion. The most prominent generation paths are summarized
in the following and are depicted in Figs. 6 and 7. It is note-
worthy to state that optically generated small polarons
always represent non-equilibrium states–contrary to ther-
mally stable small polarons, such as, e.g., by thermal
pre-treatment that enhances the presence of carriers in the
crystal bulk. Thus, optically generated small polarons vanish
after a specific small polaron lifetime defining the loss of the
localized carrier, i.e., they are metastable.
For generation, the presence of charge carriers, holes or
electrons, is inevitable, which–in principle–can be performed
in nominally undoped LiNbO3 via one-photon absorption
from the valence to the conduction band (band-to-band tran-
sition). However, due to the large band gap of 3.8 eV, this
type of small polaron generation requires ultraviolet light
(<325 nm) available from excimer lasers. In this case, small
polaron generation and interband photorefraction may
superimpose.79,80
More prominent is the mechanism depicted in Fig. 6 first
described by Schirmer and von der Linde68 for the generation
of small bound polarons. Accordingly, electrons are excited
from the valence band to the conduction band by a two-
photon absorption (TPA) process. They are then trapped at
NbLi antisite defects to form small bound Nb
4þ
Li polarons. The
remaining holes in the valence band become localized as O
hole polarons in the vicinity of lithium vacancies.5,58,68 Upon
their recombination, the light-induced absorption changes
totally vanish in the dark.
The formation time of small bound polarons has been
systematically studied by Sasamoto et al.17 using femtosec-
ond pump-probe spectroscopy and nominally undoped
LiNbO3. Pulses with durations of 80 fs at a wavelength of
400 nm allowed for the statement that small bound polarons
are formed within a timescale of 100 fs, that is, consistent
with the results of other authors.13,37,81–83 For details, see ex-
perimental section (Section IVB) below.
A similar model and study related to small free Nb4þNb
polaron formation was introduced by Qiu et al.16
Accordingly, electrons excited via two-photon absorption
are first generated (hot carriers); then, they relax to the lower
edge of the conduction band by energy dissipation to the lat-
tice (thermalization) where small free Nb4þNb polarons (and/or
Nb4þLi bound polarons in crystals grown from the congruently
melting composition) are generated. The transfer to Nb4þLi
bound polarons may also occur upon thermally activated
transport via NbNb centers. It is noteworthy that two-photon
absorption overlaps the possible transient signals of hot car-
riers, and thus may not be observed experimentally in
LiNbO3.
82 Nevertheless, the validity of these models has
been studied by femtosecond experiments in several groups
in the last decade yielding several important measures. For
instance, the efficiency of the carrier generation by TPA is
well determined using laser pulses with duration of 80 fs up
to 10 ns (values of b  ð1:5 4Þ GW/mm at 532 nm are
reported and summarized in Section IVB).
The optical generation of small polarons in nominally
pure, thermally reduced LiNbO3 has been addressed by
Jermann et al.69 They found that Nb4þLi :Nb
4þ
Nb bipolarons are
dissociated by green light such that Nb4þLi bound polarons are
formed (cf. Fig. 7). In the dark, the bound polarons recom-
bine and form bipolarons again.69 At that time, the role of
Nb4þNb free polarons was not analyzed.
69 In this process, it is
very much likely that the electron localized at the regular
NbNb site is optically transferred to a next-neighboring NbNb
site, i.e., the small bound GP remains at its position.
FIG. 6. Generation and relaxation of small polarons in nominally undoped
LiNbO3. Left: The driving process of polaron formation is band-to-band ex-
citation, resulting in electron-hole pairs. According to the band gap of
3.8 eV, two-photon absorption dominates this process in the visible and
near-infrared spectral range. Carrier localization results in the formation of
small free Nb4þNb, small bound Nb
4þ
Li , and small O
– hole polarons. At low
intensities, the contribution of carriers excited via single-photon absorption
from extrinsic defect centers X0 may be considered until these are depopu-
lated. Right: Recombination paths are imprinted by electron-hole recombi-
nation of FP and GP with HP. The recharging of the extrinsic X0=þ center
may represent an intermediate step depending on the transfer probabilities.
Reproduced with permission from C. Merschjann, “Optically generated
small polarons: Time-resolved pump-multiprobe experiments in lithium nio-
bate vs. random walk charge transport simulations in oxide crystals,” Ph.D.
dissertation (Osnabrueck University, 2007). Copyright 2007 Shaker Verlag
GmbH, Aachen, Germany.
FIG. 7. Generation and relaxation of small polarons in thermally reduced




Nb bipolaron is optically dissociated, and,
thereby, a small free Nb4þNb polaron and a bound Nb
4þ
Li polaron are formed.
Right: By incoherent hopping of both FP and BP, the two small polarons
recombine to a bipolaron. Reproduced with permission from C. Merschjann,
“Optically generated small polarons: Time-resolved pump-multiprobe
experiments in lithium niobate vs. random walk charge transport simulations
in oxide crystals,” Ph.D. dissertation (Osnabrueck University, 2007).
Copyright 2007 Shaker Verlag GmbH, Aachen, Germany.
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Merschjann et al. were able to deconvolve the appearance
and recombination dynamics of free small Nb4þNb polarons
upon bipolaron gating in thermally reduced LiNbO3 by
means of time-resolved spectroscopy and ns-laser pulses at
2.5 eV.15 Its formation time was estimated to values below
100 fs using fs-spectroscopy;16,84 an onset time of about 80
fs prior to small polaron formation and attributed to the cool-
ing of hot electrons has been verified by Badorreck et al.84
A. Light-induced small polaron absorption
1. Fundamental description
The formation of small polarons and their subsequent
dynamical behavior upon light exposure is reflected by the
build-up of a transient absorption, i.e., a small polaron
absorption that is proportional to the product of number den-
sity and absorption cross section (cf. Fig. 5). This type of
optically induced transient absorption often is called light-
induced absorption. The total absorption of a nominally
undoped LiNbO3 at a specific optical frequency thus is com-
posed of a fundamental absorption a0ðxÞ, and the sum of the
absorptions of all types of small polarons, aiðxÞ. The funda-
mental absorption stems from electronic transitions between
valence band and conduction band. One assumes here that
a0ðxÞ does not depend on the experimental conditions (time,
temperature, illumination, etc.), but solely on the light fre-
quency x. On the other hand, the absorption of the different
polaronic centers involved may well depend on time, tem-
perature, and illumination features (photon energy, intensity,
pulse duration, light polarization)




Note that the dependencies of ai on I is not explicitly
given in this formula. However, experimental results will
show that these dependencies are of crucial importance and
have been omitted here only for reasons of clarity.
The absorption by photosensitive centers is the product
of the respective absorption cross sections riðxÞ and their
time-dependent number densities NiðtÞ
aiðx; tÞ ¼ NiðtÞriðxÞ: (15)
One may split NiðtÞ into a time-independent and a time-
dependent part. This leads to
aiðx; tÞ ¼ ½N0;i þ Nli;iðtÞriðxÞ
¼ a0;iðxÞ þ aliðx; tÞ; (16)
where aliðx; tÞ is the time-dependent light-induced absorp-
tion change (or simply light-induced absorption) for the re-
spective center. By combining these equations, one obtains
the formula for the time-dependent total absorption, namely







¼ aðxÞ þ aliðx; tÞ: (17)
Thus, the total absorption of the crystal can be described as a
sum of the steady-state absorption aðxÞ and the light-
induced absorption aliðx; tÞ. The latter is of utmost impor-
tance for the study or impact of small polarons in LiNbO3.
2. Thermally activated decay
According to the two-center model,12 the relaxation of
light-induced absorption changes should follow a mono-
exponential law; i.e., the decay rate is directly proportional
to the number density of metastable centers. However, time-
resolved measurements of aliðtÞ in LiNbO3 show that this is
not the case at all.9,47,67,69 The observed decay spectra are in
general best described by an empirical law of stretched expo-
nential functions, named after Kohlrausch, Williams, and
Watts.85–87 This so-called KWW function is given by
aliðtÞ ¼ að0Þli  exp ½ðt=sÞb; (18)
with the characteristic absorption að0Þli , the characteristic life-
time s, and the stretching factor 0  b  1, where b 	 1
denotes the case of a mono-exponential relaxation. Also





aðiÞli  exp ½ðt=sÞb: (19)
It should be noted, here, that in most cases, the parameter
að0Þli is not identical with the experimentally determined am-
plitude of the light-induced absorption amaxli ¼ aliðx; t ¼ 0Þ
as a result of limited temporal resolution in ns-pump-probe
experiments (see also Ref. 67). Furthermore, the characteris-
tic lifetime s does not represent one single lifetime of the
metastable state. It is rather to be considered as a mean value
of many different lifetimes; thus, Eq. (18) may be seen as a
superposition of an infinite number of different mono-
exponential decays with a certain distribution of lifetimes.
While a general answer to the underlying physics of
stretched relaxation dynamics in LiNbO3 could not yet be
given, some approaches do indeed exist. Berben et al. were
the first to apply Eq. (18) to the decay of aliðtÞ in
LiNbO3:Fe.
9 They suggested a distance-dependent charge
transport in such a way that charge carriers take the distance
between the initial shallow center and the final deep trap in
one hopping transition. According to this model, the proba-
bility for the jump should depend on the distance r between
initial and final site, obeying a power law, p / rx, where x
is an empirical parameter. Numerical simulations9 showed
that the resulting decay curves may well be described by Eq.
(18). However, the parameter x could not be deduced from
first principles.9 Later, Wevering et al. found a mathematical
description, based on the aforementioned idea, that lead
indeed to a stretched exponential function, namely, aliðtÞ
/ exp ½ðt=sÞk=3, where k is an integer.47 Nevertheless, the
values for k have to be chosen empirically, without knowing
their physical meaning. Another approach has been given by
Sturman et al.88 This model is based on a random walk of
nearest-neighbor hopping transitions. After several hopping
processes, the carrier finally recombines with a trap.
Thereby, a stretched-exponential relaxation is not obtained
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directly. However, if the distances between nearest neighbors
are randomly distributed, like, e.g., in an amorphous mate-
rial, a numerical simulation yields decay curves that are well
described by Eq. (18).88 It turns out that this feature depends
essentially on the distribution of distances, where the longest
transition distance mainly determines the lifetime
ðp / exp½rÞ. Applied to LiNbO3, r describes the distance
between initial and final site of the optically induced
transition.
An important step towards a more microscopic under-
standing of the underlying transport processes was pub-
lished by Carnicero et al.18 using Monte Carlo simulations.
Besides deducing the average, unidirectional transport
length in the order of several nanometers (depending on
stoichiometry and pump beam intensity, see below), the
presence of the site correlation effect was introduced. This
effect is based on the observation that an optically gener-
ated charge carrier, localized as small polaron at a specific
lattice site, has a high probability to be captured by its origi-
nal trap center, i.e., the center where it was excited from.
Based on these findings, Merschjann et al. continued with
systematic studies considering a broad spectrum of experi-
mental studies.89 In Ref. 19, the effect of trap saturation is
taken into account additionally, in order to derive an
extended microscopic model for the non-exponential relax-
ation. Thereby, it is shown that the relaxation dynamics can
be successfully reconstructed without consideration of a
structural or energetic disorder. Furthermore, the access to
particular microscopic measures such as the lifetime of sin-
gle hopping events and localized-carrier densities is
enabled. A further theoretical approach introduced by
Guilbert et al. is in preparation;90 it is the aim to represent a
powerful numerical tool for the modelling of relaxation dy-
namics for a wide spectrum of experimental parameters,
including temperature. Thus, more detailed insight into this
complex research field is to be expected.
B. Experimental examples
Figure 8 shows photographs of two single crystals of
LiNbO3 grown from a congruent nominally undoped melt
via Czochralski growth technique (Crystal Technology, Inc.)
as typically prepared for optical studies (e.g., the surface is
polished to optical quality). The left sample is as-grown,
while the right sample is thermally pre-treated. Thus, it fea-
tures a grayish coloration due to the presence of Nb4þLi :Nb
4þ
Nb
bipolarons and small bound Nb4þLi polarons (GP),
19,20 as a
result of chemical reduction.
1. Number densities of optically generated small
polarons
The nonlinear optical properties of optically generated
small polarons are proportional to their number density N,
which is strongly dependent on the intensity of the incoming
laser pulse. An optical measure for N is the light-induced
absorption amaxli being proportional to N in product with the
absorption cross sections. Its dependence as a function of
pump beam intensity is depicted in Fig. 9 for nominally
undoped (upper) and thermally reduced LiNbO3. The data
were collected using a setup for time-resolved pump-multip-
robe spectroscopy, described in Refs. 15 and 91. Here, inten-
sities of the pump light Ip  760 GW/m2 at a wavelength of
k¼ 532 nm were used.
The initial amplitudes are strongly dependent on the
pump beam intensity and reflect number densities of small
polarons in the order of N  1023 m3 considering the
absorption cross sections of Fig. 5. The data are given for
probe wavelengths of 488, 785, and 1310 nm, thus being
close to the maxima of the small polaron absorption features
of hole and bi-polarons, of bound bolarons and of free polar-
ons. Remarkably, amaxli grows quadratically as a function of
intensity in the nominally undoped sample that reflects the
underlying two-photon absorption process schematically
sketched in Fig. 6. In contrast, for thermally reduced
LiNbO3, amaxli ðIpÞ saturates at 350 GW/m2 for all three
FIG. 8. Photographs of nominally undoped (left) and thermally reduced
(right) LiNbO3, as used for most of the optical studies in this section and
Section VI. The pre-treated sample was kept at elevated temperature of
ð970610Þ K at a reduced pressure of p < 104 mbar for a duration of 6 h.
FIG. 9. Intensity dependency of the maximum optically induced absorption
due to small polarons in nominally undoped (upper) and thermally reduced
LiNbO3 (lower) for the three probe wavelengths 488, 785, and 1310 nm at
room temperature. Reproduced with permission from Merschjann et al.,
Phys. Rev. B 76, 085114 (2007). Copyright 2007 APS Publishing.
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wavelengths, however, with negative sign for a probe wave-
length of 488 nm. This observation can be assigned to the
process of bipolaron dissociation: positive values at 785 and
1310 nm refer to the generation of small bound and free
polarons, while the negative values at 488 nm are due to the
optical dissociation of bipolarons. Furthermore, as the num-
ber density of BP is limited, the number density of generated
small polarons must saturate. In particular, the number den-
sity of generated small polarons must be equivalent to the
number density of dissociated bipolarons. Taking not only
the differences in the absorption cross sections into account
but also the spectral overlap of the particular small polaron
features at the probing wavelength, it is possible to deduce
the number densities of the generated small polarons,77 as
depicted in Table I.
The efficiency of the two-photon absorption process
thus determines the number density of excited carriers, and
subsequent formation of small polarons; its measure is the
two-photon absorption coefficient b that can be obtained
experimentally by means of pump beam transmittance as a
function of pump beam intensity or via z-scan technique.92
The values of b typically are in the order of a few cm/GW,
so that it is reasonable to use fs- or ps-laser pulses enabling
sufficient peak intensities for experimental studies. In order
to suppress the influence of intrinsic defects that are accom-
panied with a shift of the band edge93 as well as with absorp-
tion features of small bound polarons, Mg-doped,
stoichiometric samples are applied by Sasamoto et al.17 Fig.
10 shows the results for both ordinary and extra-ordinary
light polarization and the use of 80 fs laser pulses at 400 nm.
The experimentally determined values of b from different
authors, congruent crystals, and pulse durations from femto-
to nano-seconds are summarized in Table II. All data refer to
extraordinary light polarization; the values for ordinary light
polarization are slightly smaller in the order of 10%.
We note that b is strongly dependent on k and grows as
a function of photon energy as it is shown, e.g., in the study
of Beyer et al.37 for the visible spectral range (400–800 nm).
2. Recombination dynamics of optically generated
small polarons
Fig. 11 shows a typical temporal decay behavior of the
small-polaron based light-induced absorption in the dark,
i.e., upon a short ns-laser pulse at a wavelength of 532 nm,
exemplarily for thermally reduced LiNbO3 (cf. right sample
in Fig. 8). The dominating process is the optical dissociation
of Nb4þLi :Nb
4þ
Nb-bipolarons as depicted in Fig. 7 (left half),
i.e., small free Nb4þNb and bound Nb
4þ
Li polarons are generated.
The plot of Fig. 11 covers a regime of 9 time decades, from
nanoseconds to seconds, whereby—for all of the three probe
wavelengths close to the maximum absorption features of FP
(1310 nm), of GP (785 nm), and of HP as well as BP
(488 nm)—a similar decay behavior with a characteristic
decay time in the order of several milliseconds is found
(sFP¼ð261Þ
103 s, sGP¼ð462Þ
103 s, and sBP¼ð361Þ

103 s). As there is no difference between the signal dy-
namics at 1310nm and 785nm, despite a difference in the
starting amplitude a0li, it must be concluded that the measure-
ment is not sensitive to the presence of Nb4þNb polarons,
maybe as a result of limited sensitivity in the time regime up
to ls and/or the strong signal at 785nm. According to Fig. 5,
there is a distinct amplitude of the GP absorption feature at
1310nm, such that both signals are due to the time decay of
GP. The negative starting amplitude at 488nm inevitably
points to the optical dissociation of BP that is already termi-
nated in the beginning of the temporal spectrum; i.e., the dis-
sociation time cannot be deduced from this measurement
and is expected to be in the sub-ps range, as demonstrated in
TABLE I. Estimated number densities (saturation, ns-pulse experiments)
and absorption cross sections for the different kinds of photochromic cen-
ters. For bipolarons, the number density in the dark is given. Reproduced
with permission from Merschjann et al., J. Phys. Condens. Matter 21,
015906 (2009). Copyright 2009 IOP Publishing.
Nð1022 m3) N=Nsites rð1022Þ m2 k (nm) Ref.
FP 306 5 1:5
 105 66 2 1310 …
GP 126 3 6:0
 104 76 2 785 14, 22, and 23
BP 706 8 3:5
 103 146 2 488 …
HP 306 5 3:8
 104 46 1 488 …
Fe2þLi 26 1 … 4.56 0.8 488 20 and 31
FIG. 10. Pump transmittance Tp measured for Mg-doped, stoichiometric
LiNbO3 as a function of the product of pump beam intensity I
0
p and sample
thickness d. Solid and dashed lines indicate theoretical fitting curves for or-
dinary light polarization (k Y) and extraordinary light polarization (k Z),
respectively. Reproduced with permission from J. Appl. Phys. 105, 083102
(2009). Copyright 2009 AIP Publishing LLC.
TABLE II. Experimentally determined values of b for various crystals and
pulse durations.
Crystal Wavelength Pulse b [1012 (m/W)] Ref.
(nm) duration (fs)
stoichiometric:
Mg-doped LiNbO3 400 80 (5.26 0.4) 17
congruent:
LiNbO3 480 240 3:5 37
LiNbO3 528.8 7.000 1.5 94
LiNbO3 532 25.000 2.5 95
LiNbO3 532 30.000 3.8 96
LiNbO3 532 55.000 2.1 97
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Section IVB3. Nevertheless, the recombination time can be
determined and coincides within the error bars with the GP
decay time. This is reasonable according to Fig. 7. In all
these spectra, the appearance of O hole polarons is not
found. The shape of all temporal dynamics is well described
by stretched exponential functions according to Eq. (18)
(solid lines in Fig. 11).
3. Optical formation time of small polarons
The small polaron formation time has been addressed in
literature by a few authors, already.13,16,17,37,81–83 As the for-
mation time is expected in the sub-ps-time regime, studies
based on ultrafast spectroscopy with sufficiently small pulse
durations, i.e., 1 ps, and large pulse energies appropriate
for the small absorption features (>1mJ) are required inevi-
tably. The first experimental data on the interaction of
fs-laser pulses with nominally undoped LiNbO3 have been
published by the research group of Williams.81 Based on sys-
tematic studies, it is meanwhile possible to assign the com-
plex transient signals to specific small polaron species, as
summarized in the following.
The formation time of small free Nb4þNb polarons at room
temperature has been determined by Qiu et al. in Ref. 16 to
110 fs. Here, Mg-doped LiNbO3 crystals were studied in
order to suppress the strong absorption feature of small
bound Nb4þLi polarons (cf. Fig. 5). Based on these findings,
Sasamoto et al. performed a systematic study on congruently
melting and stoichiometric Mg-doped LiNbO3, both for ordi-
nary and extraordinary light polarization, and compared the
results with appropriate nominally undoped samples. The
small polaron formation time below 100 fs was verified;
additionally, for the case of stoichiometric Mg-doped
LiNbO3, an increase of the number density of excited
electrons of up to Nel  1:2
 1024 m3 was found being
well below the typical number density of Nb5þLi antisite
defects in congruently melting LiNbO3 (30
 1024 m3).
Furthermore, Nel is large in comparison with the small
polaron number density of N  1023 m3 (see Section IVB1).
Thus, it is concluded that only a fraction of optically excited
carriers are trapped as small free polarons.
Fig. 12 shows the formation and relaxation dynamics of
small bound Nb4þLi polarons in the time regime from 0.24
picoseconds until 1 second after the excitation pulse by
Beyer et al. according to Ref. 13. For this study, congruently
grown, undoped LiNbO3 samples were used and studied in a
pump-probe experiment described in Ref. 82 using 240 fs
pulses at 388 nm. The data show a pronounced peak around
t¼ 0 ps, that is, attributed to two-photon absorption. Within
this peak, the build-up of a transient absorption signal devel-
ops at a probing wavelength close to the maximum absorp-
tion feature of Nb4þLi ; a first plateau is reached below 400 fs.
The further decay follows a stretched exponential behavior
over ten time decades. The spectra are inevitably assigned to
Nb4þLi due to the spectral, intensity, and time dependency.
V. OPTICAL EXCITATION FROM POLARONIC
CENTERS
The optical excitation from polaronic centers has
already been addressed in Section III. These considerations,
however, were restricted to the simplified model of an opti-
cal transfer between next-neighboring polaronic sites. For
the particular case of LiNbO3, this model must be refined as
(i) the local structure of an initial polaronic site is surrounded
by several final atomic sites that allow for an optical transfer
into different directions and (ii) the optical excitation from a
polaronic site may result in coupling to extended bandlike
states, depending on the energy of the exciting photon. Both
features result in a directed transport of carriers, resembling
the bulk photovoltaic current density jphv. Together with the
compensating, counter-directed incoherent current jincoh,
characterized by the underlying hopping transport
FIG. 11. Temporal dynamics of the light induced absorption and transpar-
ency in a thermally reduced sample of LiNbO3 upon exposure with a single
ns-laser pulse (sp ¼ 8 ns, kp ¼ 532 nm, intensity Ip ¼ 670 GW/m2, e?c).
Transient absorption is found at 785 and 1310 nm due to the formation of
small bound polarons while transient transparency occurs at 488 nm that is
assigned to the optical dissociation of BP. Besides, the decay dynamics
reveal a mean lifetime in the millisecond regime, for all wavelengths.
Reproduced with permission from Merschjann et al., Phys. Rev. B 76,
085114 (2007). Copyright 2007 APS Publishing.
FIG. 12. Light-induced absorption ali versus the pump-probe delay t
detected at the wavelengths kr ¼ 776 nm up to 15 ps and kr ¼ 785 nm start-
ing 300 ps after excitation with pump light of the wavelength kp ¼ 388 nm
and the peak intensity I0p  170 GW/cm2. The light polarization is extraordi-
nary for pump and probe light. Around t¼ 0, the time scale is linear; for the
long-term evolution, the scale is logarithmic, starting from t¼ 3 ps.
Reproduced with permission from Beyer et al., Appl. Phys. B 83, 085114
(2006). Copyright 2006 Springer Publishing.
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mechanism and, thus, a low mobility, the build-up of space-
charge fields with values up to 105V/cm becomes possible
and is reported for LiNbO3.
23 Such fields will be decisive for
light-induced changes of the index of refraction that will be
shown in Section VI on small-polaron based hologram
recording.
The starting point of this section is Ref. 22, where the
small-polaron based bulk photovoltaic effect is explained
with Fe-doped LiNbO3 as an example and Fe
2þ is considered
as small polaronic center. Thus, and as Fe is incorporated on





Nb can be treated in the same manner as given
by the following models.
A. Directed optical transfer of small polarons from FeLi
1. Absorption features
We first focus on the impact of local structure on the
absorption spectrum aðxÞ that allows for understanding the
complexity of the absorption shape as well as its dependence
on the light polarization.
Fig. 13 indicates the relative atomic positions of Fe2þLi
and its eight Nb5þNb neighbors in the yz glide mirror plane (for
reasons of clarity, only two of the eight Nb5þ ions (1,4) of
the xy-plane are shown). We assume that Fe exactly replaces
a Li site of the defect-free crystal98 and that the structural
positions of Li and Nb remain unchanged with respect to the
defect-free crystal. Each of the NbNb sites will be a possible
final location of an electron transferred optically from Fe2þLi .
A single Fe-Nb pair can thus serve as the elementary unit
with which the basic facts of the absorption process (see
Section III) can be elucidated. The orbital of the last electron
in Fe2þLi (3d
6), also having axial symmetry A1,
99 will be sym-
bolized by jIi. There is a finite probability that jIi is leaking
to each of its eight Nb5þNb neighbors described by effective
transfer integrals Ji (i ¼ 1; :::; 8). The absorption aiðxÞ

















with the representative phonon energy hx0. Then, the




It is possible to understand the slight dependency of the
resulting absorption spectrum for extraordinary and ordinary
light, i.e., along and perpendicular to the polar c-axis. For
this purpose, it is noteworthy that the magnitude of ai is
strongly dependent on the product d2i J
2
i , whereby JiðdÞ itself
decreases in an exponential way as a function of the distance
d. Thereby, transitions with small di dominate the absorption
spectrum, which are d1;2;3 for ordinary and d7 for extraordi-
nary light. The difference in their length, however, is small,
so that a weak polarization dependence of about 10% is to be
expected and experimentally found.4
2. Net currents
In the next step, we analyze the appearance of a local
current density along c as a result of the optically induced,
time-dependent charge transfer between Fe2þLi and Nb
5þ
Nb.
Again, we consider the optical transitions along the different
directions di, now restricted to their projections onto the c-
direction. We assume the current density to be proportional
to ai, neglect contributions originating from the displacement
of ions, and get the following expression (summation over










 ekel ¼ jþc  jc: ð21Þ
Here, the matrix elements hI0jrkjF0ii and hF0ijrljI0i represent
the values expected for the respective transition dipole arms
rl and rk;
22 they are multiplied with the related components
ek and e

l of the polarization unit vectors of the electromag-
netic waves. The sums of Eq. (21) add current densities par-
allel and anti-parallel to the c-direction. We further like to
point to the analogy of Eq. (21) to the phenomenological
expression of the bulk photovoltaic effect in LiNbO3: ji
¼ biklekel  I with the third rank complex photovoltaic tensor
bikl.
100 According to the local defect structure depicted in
Fig. 13, Eq. (21) simplifies assuming extraordinary light as,
in this case, essential transitions along d7 and d8 are acti-
vated. Since the dipole changes along d7 are expected to
dominate due to its smaller distance (see above), a non-zero
FIG. 13. Arrangement of Fe2þLi and next-neighboring Nb
5þ
Nb-ions in LiNbO3,
assuming atomic positions unchanged with respect to the defect-free crystal
(Ref. 98). The lengths of the interionic vectors di are given in A˚. The picture
shows a cut along a yz-glide mirror plane. For three sites, as examples, the
axial structure (symmetry A1 in the 3m group) of the involved orbitals of
(3z2-r2) type are indicated. For Fe2þLi (3d
6), shown hatched, the orbital of the
last electron is labeled jIi. For the Nb4þNb neighbors 1 and 7, they are called
jF1i and jF7i. Reproduced with permission from Schirmer et al., Phys. Rev.
B 83, 165106 (2011). Copyright 2011 APS Publishing.
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current density jz > 0 results. (Equivalent considerations are
made in Ref. 22 to derive the current density jy, but are omit-
ted here, as only jz will be decisive for the further considera-
tions of optical nonlinearities.) Equation (21) will be
modified by additional terms, if current contributions origi-
nating from the displacement of the ions are considered.
This, however, requires the precise knowledge of structural
changes upon optically induced polaron transport. For the
case of Nb4þLi ! Nb5þLi , Nahm and Park101 reported ionic dis-
placements in the order of 0.04 A˚ along the c-axis. A system-
atic study for FeLi is on its way.
102
As a consequence of the structural analysis, it becomes
clear that also intrinsic defects, if located at Li sites in
LiNbO3, will lead to comparable photovoltaic current den-
sities. This explains that the optical absorption by a small
bound polaron Nb4þLi causes photovoltaic currents.
61 The
orbital topology of this defect is identical to that of
Fe2þLi .
4,101 However, since the defect potential of Nb4þLi is
smaller (EC ¼ 0:53 eV, E0p ¼ 0:58 eV) than that of Fe2þLi
(EC ¼ 1:22 eV, E0p ¼ 0:70 eV),4 the transfer absorption
cross section of Nb4þLi is larger than that of Fe
2þ
Li (cf.
Table I). This supports the increase of the photorefractivity
in LN, mainly determined by the bulk photovoltaic
effect28,29 if the Nb4þLi charge state is populated.
12
Moreover, the absorption cross section of the Nb4þLi :Nb
4þ
Nb
bipolarons is about twice as large than that of Nb4þLi ,
77 as
the two electrons in the bipolaron ground state4 cause a
doubling of the oscillator strength (see Fig. 5), in line with
the sum rule for oscillator strengths. Bipolarons in LN are
therefore likely to lead to stronger photovoltaic currents,
which is the starting point for our small-polaron based holo-
graphic studies35,36 presented in Section VI. In contrast,
defects on regular NbNb sites are not expected to be active
in the generation of photovoltaic current densities because
the bonds to their twelve next-neighboring Nb5þNb ions have
equal projections along the positive as well as the negative
c axis, i.e., jz ¼ jþc  jc  0.
Upon this first optical transition (usually on the sub-ps-
time scale, see Section IVB), it is very likely that the dis-
placed electron at Nb5þNb will recombine with Fe
3þ
Li triggered
by the generated, local electric field. Furthermore, as
sketched in Fig. 14(a), there is no barrier for this decay in the
potential landscape, i.e., recombination will occur via multi-
phonon emission without intermediate thermal excitation
(see the Appendix of Ref. 22).
Considering only path 1 in Fig. 14(a), the current density
described above would disappear within a few femtoseconds.
However, electric fields up to 105V/cm (Ref. 23) are well
established to occur in congruently melting LiNbO3.
As schematically sketched in Fig. 14(a), we need to con-
sider also a certain probability that the Franck-Condon
excited electron, having energies resonant with the conduc-
tion band, tunnels away from the initial FeLi site reached af-
ter optical transfer (path 2). Such a situation has been proven
by experiments with very well-characterized model systems,
O hole small polarons in oxide materials.5 It should be
noted that optical transfers exceeding the first NbNb coordi-
nation sphere around FeLi may also contribute to the net cur-
rent density jz.
As a result, the mixture between local and extended
states is rather involved and strongly dependent on the
energy of the exciting photon. For the case of a small bound
polaron Nb5þLi , Nahm and Park
101 have calculated the related
excited energy levels lying in the conduction band contin-
uum, all projected into a unit cell in k space, resulting from
the combined influence of bandlike tunneling, the defect
potential, and the polaron-type lattice distortions. Although
rather complex, it becomes possible to understand the fre-
quency dependence of the photovoltaic current density on
the photon energy, represented by the spectral dependence of
the Glass factor jðxÞ:31 At low photon energies, the influ-
ence of the local potential dominates; thus, the polaron
absorption features are well described by polaron theory as
presented in Section III. With increasing photon energy, the
influence of band-like-states increases, resulting in a pro-
nounced tail of jðxÞ. This behavior is terminated as soon as
the contribution of the band-to-band transition predominates.
Consequently, the Glass factor shows a pronounced maxi-
mum, shifted to slightly higher energies (3.1 eV) in compari-
son with the maximum of the small polaron absorption
feature (see Fig. 5).
The transport processes described above are terminated
by ionic displacements around the electron, forming a Nb4þNb
free small polaron. The formation time of the Nb4þNb polarons
from optically created non-thermalized electrons has been
determined to be about 1013 s at room temperature16,17 (see
Section IVB). Their formation represents the initial step to-
ward incoherent motion, since small polarons are character-
ized by hopping-type diffusive site changes (cf. Fig. 14(b)).
For the Nb4þNb conduction polarons, the related activation
energy is 0.27 eV.17 During their diffusion, they can also be
trapped at defects having lower-lying levels, such as Nb5þLi
antisite defects present at 1% of all Li sites in congruently
melting LiNbO3, or at one of the further impurities, such as
Fe3þLi . These steps form a cascade of events ordered by char-
acteristic time spans in the range from sub-ls to seconds15,91
and are visualized experimentally by transient absorption
spectroscopy shown in Section IVA 2.
FIG. 14. (a) Scheme of the Fe-Nb potential landscape according to Ref. 22.
Upon small polaron optical excitation from Fe2þLi to Nb
5þ
Nb, the electron is (1)
moved forward to a potential centered around Nb5þNb, followed by a relaxa-
tion of the Franck-Condon excited lattice to the new electronic state Nb4þNb,
accompanied by multi-phonon emission. Relaxation back to the potential
landscape of Fe3þLi occurs without intermediate thermal excitation. (2) The
Franck-Condon excited electron, having energies resonant with the conduc-
tion band, tunnels away from the initial NbNb site. This transport is termi-
nated by the formation of a small Nb4þNb polaron. (b) Excitations resonant
with bandlike states cause the appearance of a high mobility transport (e.g.,
ballistic) expressed by current jz. The mobility of the counter-directed, inco-
herent current jincoh is much smaller due to incoherent 3D hopping via NbNb
(as shown) or NbLi (and/or FeLi) (not shown).
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Incoherent hopping results by itself in a current density
jincoh (cf. Fig. 14(b)) but is characterized by a different, lower
mobility in comparison to jz. Because, however, jz is directed
along þc, continuity requires that also the complete diffusive
current jincoh is directed along c (which is not a priori clear
for a diffusive transport mechanism) and compensates for jz
(jjzj ¼ jjincohj). For an extended analytic treatment of these
events, we thus refer to the related elaboration by
Heyszenau.103 As a result, the open-circuit photovoltaic elec-
tric field is expressed by:
Ephv ¼ KzðxÞ=ls; (22)
with the mean transport length KzðxÞ, the mobility of the
incoherently transported electrons l, and their lifetime s.
This field, which is as well dependent on the optical excita-
tion from small bound polarons as on the mediation with
band-like states, enables and explains efficient small-polaron
based hologram recording with single ns-laser pulses, if cas-
caded excitation is taken into account, as it is demonstrated
in Section VI.
VI. HOLOGRAM RECORDING BY MEANS OF SMALL
POLARONS
The optical features of small polarons in LiNbO3 pre-
sented, so far, offer two distinct nonlinearities for the
recording and read-out of short-lived, thick volume holo-
grams: either (i) by means of a population density modula-
tion (of different types) of small polarons or (ii) via the
small-polaron based photovoltaic effect, i.e., index modula-
tions resulting from photovoltaic fields and the linear
electro-optic effect. The features of respective holograms
are expected to reflect the individual peculiarities of the
underlying recording mechanisms, with the ultrafast nonlin-
ear response over a broad spectral range being the most im-
portant one. Thus, small polaron based holograms
particularly are of importance for the (developing) field
of ultrafast, dynamical holography. Moreover, it is notewor-
thy that LiNbO3 thereby experiences a renaissance as fs-
hologram recording material based on the variety of small
polarons. Besides the issue of applications, holography is
well suited for the study of optical nonlinearities and related
transport mechanism. It will be shown that novel small po-
laron features are uncovered by means of holographic
spectroscopy.104
The role of small polarons in holography has been
addressed earlier by Jermann et al. within the two-center
model.12 Here, the polaronic centers act as intermediate trap
for the recording of holograms; in this case, the spatial mod-
ulation of the index of refraction is due to a charge redistrib-
ution between extrinsic defect centers and the electro-optic
effect. Furthermore, it has been shown that small bound
polarons may act as intermediate shallow traps in a multi-
step recording scheme for phase holograms featuring non-
destructive read-out.41,42 Hesselink et al. were the first to
deal with a spatial modulation density of Nb
4þ=5þ
Li for holo-
gram recording;41 although not using the language of small
polarons at that time, their approach is already quite close to
what we call small polaron based holography. The variety
and complexity of hologram features reflecting the small po-
laron nature were not discovered until 2011.35,36 In what
follows, the principle steps of small polaron based hologram
recording based on the build-up of a spatial density modula-
tions as well as on the small polaron-based photovoltaic
effect are summarized with thermally reduced LiNbO3 as an
example. These samples are particularly suited, as single
(ultra-)short laser pulses in the blue-green spectral range can
be applied to modulate the number densities of small bound
polarons Nb4þLi , of hole polarons NHPðxÞ, and of bipolarons
NBPðxÞ. In the first part of experimental studies presented
below, the time resolution of the optical setup prevents the
observation of small free Nb4þNb polarons; this, however, is
acceptable as hologram recording is predominantly expected
for modulated number densities of bound polarons as well
as of the contribution of the polaron-based photovoltaic
effect.
A. Population density holograms
As a prerequisite for hologram recording by means of
small polaron density modulations, the action of the linear
electro-optic effect needs to be excluded. This is realized by
choosing the direction of the grating vector K perpendicular
to the polar c-axis with light polarizations of pump and probe
beams parallel to c and s-polarization. Thereby, the record-
ing without an electro-optic contribution, i.e., r331 ¼ 0,
according to the point symmetry group 3m of LiNbO3 was
studied.105
1. Hologram recording mechanism
Taking into account small-polaron generation according
to Section IV together with an exposure to an inhomogene-
ous, i.e., sinusoidal intensity pattern IðxÞ ¼ Ip½1 þcosðjKjxÞ,
the appearance of spatially periodic density modulations
of small bound electron and hole polarons as well as of bipo-
larons can be expected as sketched in Fig. 15.35 For the
recording, we assume equal intensities of reference and
signal beams (IR ¼ IS) yielding a modulation depth of
m ¼ 2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃIRISp =ðIR þ ISÞeRp  eSp ¼ eRp  eSp. Here, eRp ; eSp denote
the respective light polarizations. Furthermore, a symmetric
angle of incidence HB with respect to the sample’s normal is
assumed (unslanted grating106). Obviously, the resulting
number densities NGPðxÞ and NHPðxÞ appear in phase to I(x)
while NBPðxÞ is phase-shifted by p.
It is possible to probe these spatial density modulations
via light diffraction by considering the related spatial modu-
lations of absorption aðxÞ and index of refraction n(x) that
are mutually linked via Kramers-Kronig relation.20 Fig. 16
shows the overall spatial absorption modulation aðxÞ that can
be expected from the individual contributions of bound
aGPðxÞ, hole aHPðxÞ, and bipolarons aBPðxÞ at a probing
wavelength k¼ 785 nm and for extraordinary light
polarization.
Here, we note that the pronounced band width of 1 eV
of small polaron absorption features enters the modeling,
i.e., the tails of the absorption features of bipolarons and
hole polarons at 785 nm are considered. Accordingly, a spa-
tial modulation of the index of refraction n1ðxÞ is generated,
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as it results causally from Kramers-Kronig relation. It is in
phase with aðxÞ and composed from individual index
changes nGPðxÞ; nHPðxÞ; nBPðxÞ related to the particular small
polaron number densities.
For Bragg-incidence and the assumption of an un-
slanted, mixed (absorption and index) elementary holo-
graphic volume grating, with a mutual phase shift between
light and absorption/index modulation of 0 or p, the diffrac-
tion efficiency can be expressed via Kogelnik’s formula:106
I 1stð Þ
I0




 sin2 p  n1  dh
k cosHB
 




with the effective thickness of the recorded hologram dh  d
and the Bragg angle in the medium HB.
2. Modeling
Eq. (23) can be used to estimate the diffraction effi-
ciency for the given experimental conditions of Fig. 18
(probe light at k¼ 785 nm, pump beam intensity Ip ¼ 380
GW/m2 and Bragg angle HB ¼ 11:5; K? c-axis, extraordi-
nary light polarization and s-polarization) and the ground-
state absorption að785Þ ¼ ð270610Þ m1 (cf. Table IV). For
this purpose, we need to determine the maximum amplitudes
of absorption and index modulations, a1ð785Þ and n1ð785Þ,
as well as the hologram thickness dh.
The amplitude a1ð785Þ can be deduced from transient
absorption spectra, as depicted in Fig. 11. Particularly, the
initial value of the light-induced absorption alið785Þ is to be
identified with the value obtained within the intensity maxi-
mum of the fringe pattern 2  Ip ¼ 760 GW/m2 and yields
a1ð785Þ ¼ alið785Þ=2 ¼ ð130615Þ m1.
The amplitude n1ð785Þ can be deduced from the applica-
tion of the Kramers-Kronig relation to the spectral depend-
ence a1ðkÞ. We model a1ðkÞ as follows: The light-induced
absorption is related to the changes of the number densities
of light-induced bound polarons Nli;GP, bipolarons Nli;BP, and
hole polarons Nli;HP via:
aliðkÞ ¼ ali;GPðkÞ þ ali;HPðkÞ þ ali;BPðkÞ
¼ Nli;GP  rGPðkÞ þ Nli;HP  rHPðkÞ þ Nli;BP  rBPðkÞ;
(24)
with
Nli;GP ¼ ð2  Nli;BP þ Nli;HPÞ: (25)
Eq. (24) can be evaluated by considering the values of
the light-induced absorption at the maximum of the individ-
ual polaron absorption bands, i.e., alið785Þ and alið488Þ, that
have been experimentally determined for the case of homo-
geneous exposure (Ref. 91, cf. Fig. 11). Further, the values
of the individual absorption cross sections are required
which can be deduced from Fig. 5. As a result, the light-
induced number densities listed in Table III have been
obtained.
Now, the individual polaron line shapes of the optically
induced absorption features can be determined using the
band shapes of small polarons (cf. Section III). This allows
to model the dispersion of the light-induced absorption aliðkÞ
over the visible and near-infrared spectral range as depicted
in Fig. 17.
With the help of aliðkÞ, and neglecting uncertainties due
to confined integral limits, the dispersion of the index change
nliðkÞ is calculated via the Kramers-Kronig relation21




x02  x2 dx
0; (26)
FIG. 15. Sinusoidal intensity pattern I(x) applied for exposure in our experi-
ments with average intensity Ip ¼ IR þ IS and modulation depth unity.
Spatially periodic density modulations of small bound polarons NGPðxÞ, hole
polarons NHPðxÞ, and bipolarons NBPðxÞ. Reproduced with permission from
Imlau et al., Opt. Express 19, 15322 (2011). Copyright 2011 OSA
Publishing.
FIG. 16. Spatial modulation of the absorption coefficient aðxÞ with ampli-
tude a1 and average value of aþ a1. The overall absorption change in the
maximum of the fringe pattern ali ¼ 2a1 is composed by absorption changes
of the individual polaron type: ali;GP; ali;HP and ali;BP. All absorption contri-
butions are related to k¼ 785 nm and extraordinary light polarization.
Reproduced with permission from Imlau et al., Opt. Express 19, 15322
(2011). Copyright 2011 OSA Publishing.
TABLE III. Estimated changes of the number densities of light-induced
bound polarons Nli;GP, bipolarons Nli;BP, and hole polarons Nli;HP. Values are
evaluated based on the experimental data shown in Fig. 11 and correspond-
ing experimental conditions. Reproduced with permission from Imlau et al.,
Opt. Express 19, 15322 (2011). Copyright 2011 OSA Publishing.
Number densities
Nli;GP ðþ60:0615:0Þ  1022 m3
Nli;BP ð26:0610:0Þ  1022 m3
Nli;HP ðþ7:663:0Þ  1022 m3
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where P denotes the Cauchy principal value, Djli
¼ aliðxÞ  c=ð2  xÞ; x ¼ 2  p  c=k, and c is the vacuum
speed of light. The resulting spectrum is plotted as dashed
line in Fig. 17. From this dependence, we find an amplitude
of the light-induced refractive index modulation at our probe
wavelength of n1ð785Þ ¼ nlið785Þ=2 ¼ ð3:061:0Þ  106.
Finally, Eq. (23) requires an estimate for the hologram
thickness dh  d. This value is taken from the analysis of the
rocking curve in the configuration K k c-axis (cf. Fig. 22) to
dh ¼ ð0:6260:07Þ mm. As it is smaller than the crystal
thickness due to absorption losses of the diffracted beam
within the crystal volume, it becomes necessary to modify
the estimate of the diffraction efficiency via Eq. (23) by an
additional term exp f2ðaþ a1Þðd  dhÞ= cos hBg. All val-
ues necessary for the calculation and the determined value
for Ið1stÞ=I0 are summarized in Table IV.
According to our model, the bipolaron density is
reduced via optical gating processes in the bright regions of
the fringe pattern and yields an increase of the number den-
sity of small bound polarons by Nli;GP with
Nli;GP ¼ 2Nli;BP: (27)
Here, Nli;BP denotes the number density of optically gated
bipolarons. Because of the limited number density of bipo-
larons NBP in the groundstate, a saturation behavior accord-
ing to




is to be expected and has been experimentally verified.91
Here, Ip;c denote pump and characteristic intensities, see also
Fig. 9. Because of the relation given by Eq. (27), the inten-
sity dependence of small bound polarons shows saturation
with the same characteristic intensity Ic, but an amplitude by
a factor of two larger compared with Eq. (28). Furthermore,
the absorption amplitude and the increase of polaron number
density are directly linked via the absorption cross section.
Hence, saturation as a function of pump beam intensity also
appears for the amplitudes a1;BP;GP;HP and, taking into
account Kramers-Kronig relation, for n1;GP;BP;HP. Note that
small polaron formation via two-photon absorption is
neglected; thus, for large intensities, the diffraction effi-
ciency inevitably saturates. For small amplitudes a1; n1 and
a1  a0, its intensity dependence can be approximated by





determined solely by two fitting parameters: the saturation
value gsat: and the characteristic intensity Ic.
3. Results and analysis
Fig. 18 highlights the temporal dynamics of the first order
diffracted probe beam obtained after hologram recording
within a classical two-beam interferometer at a probing wave-
length of 785 nm. For efficient generation of small polaron
number densities, a single pulse of a frequency-doubled
YAG:Nd-laser (Innolas Spitlight 600, jkpj ¼ 2p=kp; kp
¼ 532 nm, maximum applied intensity Imaxp ¼ 760GW/m2,
FIG. 17. Spectral dependence of aliðkÞ determined from the analysis of the
experimentally determined light-induced absorption at 785 nm and 488 nm,
the literature data on polaron absorption cross sections, and the previously
published experimental band shapes of small polarons.5,57,66,107 The disper-
sion nliðkÞ is calculated from aliðkÞ applying the Kramers-Kronig-relation,
Eq. (26). For details, see text. Reproduced with permission from Imlau
et al., Opt. Express 19, 15322 (2011). Copyright 2011 OSA Publishing.
TABLE IV. Modelling output for Ið1stÞ=I0 via Eq. (23) and a small-polaron
based hologram with K?c-axis, light polarization parallel c-axis, and s-
polarization. The index of refraction n(785) is taken from Ref. 108, see text
for details. Reproduced with permission from Imlau et al., Opt. Express 19,
15322 (2011). Copyright 2011 OSA Publishing.
Parameters entering Eq. (23)
að785Þ ð270610Þ m1
alið785Þ ð260615Þ m1
a1ð785Þ ¼ alið785Þ=2 ð130615Þ m1
n(785) ð2:177660:0005Þ
n1ð785Þ ¼ nlið785Þ=2 ð3:061:0Þ  106
dh ð0:6260:07Þ mm
Ið1stÞ=I0 ð6:062:0Þ  104
FIG. 18. Temporal dynamics of the intensity of the first order diffracted
beam Ið1stÞ for K?c-axis, ep k c-axis, s-polarization. Recording conditions:
kp ¼ 532 nm, HB ¼ 11:5, spatial frequency K ¼ 1:4 lm, Ip ¼ IR þ IS ¼
380 GW/m2, and 230GW/m2, respectively. Bragg-matched probing condi-
tions: k¼ 785 nm, e k c-axis with s-polarization. The data are normalized to
the intensity of the incoming probe beam I0, and a logarithmic time scale is
applied. The straight lines correspond to a fit of a stretched-exponential
function Eq. (18) to the data set. The insets sketch the respective recording
and probing configurations. Reproduced with permission from Imlau et al.,
Opt. Express 19, 15322 (2011). Copyright 2011 OSA Publishing.
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10Hz repetition rate, and average pulse duration sFWHM 
8 ns, Gaussian spatial beam profiles 2x0  4 mm) was used.
The pulse was split by a 50:50-beam splitter; i.e., equal inten-
sities were adjusted along the two optical paths (IR ¼ IS)
yielding a modulation depth of m ¼ 2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃIRISp =
ðIR þ ISÞeRp  eSp ¼ eRp  eSp. Here, eRp ; eSp denote the respective
light polarizations. A symmetric angle of incidence HB was
chosen with respect to the sample’s normal. A fiber-coupled
GaAlAs-diode laser (Coherent Cube, jkj ¼ 2p=k, k¼ 785 nm)
served for Bragg-matched as well as off-Bragg continuous
wave (cw) probing. Its intensity was limited to I0 ¼ 10 kW/m2,
thus not affecting the polaron-density dynamics.
In Fig. 18, the intensity Ið1stÞðtÞ is normalized to the in-
tensity of the incoming probe beam I0 and is to be identified
with the diffraction efficiency g. It is plotted on a logarithmic
time scale and characteristically shows a non-exponential
decay to zero. Fitting a stretched exponential function
according to the empirical dielectric decay function by
Kohlrausch, Williams, and Watts (KWW),86
I 1stð Þ tð Þ
I0
¼ I
1stð Þ t ¼ 0ð Þ
I0
exp  t=sð Þb
h i
; (30)
to the experimental data (solid line in Fig. 18) yields the
starting amplitude Ið1stÞðt ¼ 0Þ=I0, the decay time s, and the
stretching coefficient b given in Table V.
By comparison, a striking coincidence between the esti-
mate g  6  104 with the experimentally determined value
of g ¼ ð4:261:0Þ  104 is obvious. Furthermore, from
temperature dependent measurements sðTÞ in the tempera-
ture regime 300 410 K, and by using an Arrhenius plot, an
activation energy Ea (see Table V) of Ea ¼ ð0:5760:07Þ eV
has been determined. This activation energy also is in good
agreement with the model approach as it reflects the barrier
height of thermally activated hopping of small bound
polarons.
In the next step, the dependence of the starting ampli-
tude on the intensity of the recording beams is verified, see
Fig. 19.36 The diffraction efficiency saturates at a value of
about 1:8  104 and pump beam intensities larger than
200GW/m2 and can be described well by equation (29)
(solid line in figure).
Appropriate experimental studies have been performed
with probing light in the blue-green spectral range at 488 nm
(Ref. 36) while keeping all other conditions. In this case, the
contributions of the optical features of particular polarons
differ according to their absorption fingerprints in Fig. 5. As
the dispersive features of the latter are known, it is possible
to model the dispersive behavior of the diffraction efficiency
over the entire blue-green spectral range. Fig. 20 shows the
results of modeling together with the experimentally deter-
mined values. Coincidence is found within the experimental
error. Moreover, as a specific feature of the underlying small
polaron based hologram recording mechanism, abnormal
dispersion behavior of g is found. This is mainly due to the
pronounced small polaron absorption bands in the visible
spectral range. As a result, the mutual contribution of light-
induced index and absorption changes vary from 400 to
TABLE V. Parameters obtained by fit of Eq. (30) to the data of Fig. 18. The
activation energies Ea were determined via an Arrhenius plot from tempera-
ture dependent spectra. Reproduced with permission from Imlau et al., Opt.
Express 19, 15322 (2011). Copyright 2011 OSA Publishing.
K?c-axis




FIG. 19. Normalized intensity of the first order diffracted beam Ið1stÞ=I0 at
t ¼ 1l s as a function of pump intensity Ip for K?c-axis (s-polarization).
The solid line corresponds to a fit of a saturation function Eq. (29) with
gsat: ¼ ð1:860:8Þ  104 and Ic ¼ ð52610Þ GW/m2. For details, see text.
Reproduced with permission from Bruening et al., Opt. Express 20, 13326
(2012). Copyright 2012 OSA Publishing.
FIG. 20. (a) Dispersion of the diffraction efficiency gest: (solid line) that has
been estimated according to Eq. (3) and the parameters published in Ref. 35.
The grey area denotes the error for gest:. The experimentally determined effi-
ciencies at a probing wavelength of 488 nm and 785 nm have been added for
comparison. (b) Dispersion of the ratio of the diffraction efficiency for a
pure absorption grating and a pure index grating. A predominant contribu-
tion of the absorption grating is found at 785 nm while amplitude and index
grating likewise contribute to the overall efficiency at 488 nm. Reproduced
with permission from Bruening et al., Opt. Express 20, 13326 (2012).
Copyright 2012 OSA Publishing.
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900 nm; within the spectral window of 480–655 nm, the pres-
ence of a pure index grating can be assumed. This is of im-
portance particularly for applications, as efficient holograms
can be recorded in this spectral range or the impact of optical
lensing by small polarons becomes apparent, here (see
Section VII).
B. Holograms by means of the electro-optic effect
The key difference for hologram recording with K k c-
axis is that the action of the linear electro-optic coefficient
with non-vanishing tensor elements r113 6¼ 0 and r333 6¼ 0
needs to be considered. In this case, index modulations may
arise in presence of an electrical field E via
n1 kð Þ ¼  1
2
n3eff kð Þreff kð ÞE; (31)
which is valid for index changes in crystals of the point sym-
metry 3m. Here, neffðkÞ and reffðkÞ denote the effective index
of refraction and the effective electro-optic tensor element at
wavelength k.
How can the appearance of an internal electric field be
explained using the small-polaron approach? This question
has been addressed in its detail in Section V based on micro-
scopic considerations of optically induced charge transfer
from a polaronic to its next-neighboring site. The structural
environment within the first coordination sphere of the Nb4þLi
site is responsible for the appearance of a net current (see
Section VA2). In addition, there is a probability that the
Franck-Condon excited electrons may tunnel away from its
initial polaronic site, if its energy becomes resonant with the
conduction band. In such a case, the unidirectional carrier
transport length Kuniballistic exceeds by far the first coordination
sphere. By means of Monte-Carlo Simulations to describe
the dynamics of the counter-directed incoherent hopping
transport, Carnicero et al. succeeded in modeling of the ex-
perimental data with the assumption of Kuniballistic  1 3 nm
for Fe-doped LiNbO3, being strongly dependent on the pump
intensity and stoichiometry.18 This transport length should
not be mixed up with the mean transport length Kz deter-
mined by Glass et al. (1A˚) (Ref. 23) and applied for the
estimate of the photovoltaic field strength. The latter takes
charge displacements in both þc- and c-directions into
account, thus expressing the net charge displacement and
determining the net current density jz. In contrast, for holog-
raphy, the uni-directional carrier displacement Kuniballistic is de-
cisive: Considering the recording of a transmission phase
hologram in the visible spectral range, we are dealing with
grating constants of the fringe pattern in the regime from
Kgrating  500 5000 nm. For the build-up of an electric
field that modulates the index of refraction via the Pockel’s
effect, it is necessary to redistribute carriers from bright to
dark regions, i.e., over distances of up to Kgrating=2. Within a
single event of optical excitation and Kuniballistic, that is, in the
order of a few nm as stated above, it is thus not possible to
record an (efficient) hologram. For this purpose, cascaded
excitation from polaronic centers needs to be considered,
i.e., the repeated optical excitation and transfer of a carrier
from one polaronic site to the other during the light pulse. In
such a way, by means of hundred-fold re-excitation, carriers
may get over distances of several hundreds of nanometers.
Another origin for long-range transport may be impact-
ionization as proposed by Garcia-Lechuga et al.109
It is possible to roughly estimate the pulse duration nec-
essary for the recording of a phase hologram with maximum
efficiency, i.e., described by a photovoltaic field according to
Eq. (22). The total duration of a laser pulse spulse is deter-
mined by the single transfer time between two polaronic sites
under illumination stransfer in product with the number of re-
excitation processes Ncasc: spulse ¼ stransfer 
 Ncasc. The single
transfer time stransfer can be identified with the polaron for-
mation time as experimentally determined using fs-spectros-
copy13,17,81 and summarized in the previous Section IVB.
Although not determined for the optical excitation from
polaronic sites itself, so far, we do not expect different orders
of magnitudes for the formation times and, here, assume
stransfer  100 fs. With Ncasc  100, we get spulse ¼ 10 ps. It
is thus likely that efficient holograms based on small-
polarons can be recorded using ps- and ns-laser pulses, while
recording with pulse durations from 0.1–10 ps will be less
efficient, although possible. The latter has been demonstrated
by Reckenthaeler et al. using 200 fs laser pulses and it is
shown that the gratings recorded with such small pulse dura-
tions are mainly due to free carriers.110 In Ref. 111, Gamaly
et al. recorded gratings in stoichiometric LiNbO3 with a
characteristic lifetime of 0.1–1 s that points to a contribution
of small polarons.
We like to note that the aspect of temporal recording dy-
namics marks the most striking difference to the classical
photorefractive effect.34 Conductivity and dielectric permit-
tivity determine the photorefractive recording time. The
crossing point then is the carrier mobility of small polarons.
Keeping this in mind, the principle mechanism for hologram
recording using the polaron-based photovoltaic effect is
IðzÞ ! jzðzÞ ! qpolaronðzÞ ! EphvðzÞ ! nðzÞ;
with the polaron density qpolaronðzÞ.
1. Results
A striking feature of hologram recording by means of
the small-polaron based photovoltaic effect is the possibility
to record efficient phase gratings within a single picosecond
or nanosecond laser pulse in nominally undoped LiNbO3.
Experimental studies35,36 verify further features, as it is dem-
onstrated in the following for ns-laser pulse experiments.
In order to get a dominant contribution of the small-
polaron based photovoltaic effect, thermally reduced samples
of LiNbO3 are applied for the studies. Then, a pronounced
number density of small bound Nb4þLi : Nb
4þ
Nb bipolarons are
present that act as a source for carrier excitation. The photon
energy of the laser pulse is chosen such that both optically
induced transfer to the next-neighboring polaron site (that is a
regular Nb5þNb site) and tunneling via an energetic state reso-
nant with the conduction band become possible. According to
the dispersion behavior of the Glass constant, and the bipo-
laron absorption feature, this is verified by Epump ¼ 2:5 eV
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(532 nm), for which a frequency-doubled YAG:Nd-laser
(spulse  8 ns) is used. It should be added that the net current
jz may be larger in comparison with FeLi or NbLi due to the
capture of two electrons that induce a stronger lattice
distortion.
Fig. 21 exemplarily shows the result of a dynamic mea-
surement of the diffraction efficiency in thermally reduced,
nominally undoped LiNbO3 upon recording an elementary
grating in transmission geometry, for K k c-axis, and with a
single ns-laser pulse at 532 nm. The probing light was chosen
to a wavelength of 785 nm, i.e., at the maximum of the small
bound polaron absorption feature (see Fig. 5).
A remarkable diffraction efficiency of up to g ¼ ð0:23
60:05Þ (0  g  1) was obtained; it decayed to zero in a
non-exponential way on the ms-time scale. These values are
not in accordance with g ¼ ð2:561:0Þ  104 and n1ð785Þ ¼
ð1:861:0Þ  106 that can be estimated from the light-
induced absorption features and Kramers-Kronig relation
(Eq. (26)) analogous to the considerations of Section VIA 2.
Hence, an effect that contributes to a light-induced index
change in excess of Kramers-Kronig relation must be
considered.
Because of the pronounced efficiency and the complete
self-erasure of the lifetime-limited recorded grating, it
became possible to record a rocking curve, i.e., the diffrac-
tion efficiency as a function of angular detuning at a given
time delay of 1 ls after the ns-laser pulse. The detuning
results in dephasing of waves that constitute the diffracted
beam, such that the integral amplitude decreases.112 For this
purpose, the recording was repeated using the same experi-
mental configuration except the angle of the probing beam
that was detuned by dhB in a range of 60:5
0 with respect to
the Bragg angle hB. Then, the values of g at a delay time of
1ls with respect to the pulse were deduced from each singu-
lar measurement and plotted as a function of dhB. The result
is depicted in Fig. 22. A rather pronounced dependence
gðdhBÞ is obvious with a characteristic full width at half
maximum of 0:5. Due to the pronounced value of g
exceeding the maximum value of a lossy grating, the rocking
curve is fitted by coupled-wave theory for a pure phase
grating104,106
I 1stð Þ dHð Þ
I0











 ¼ pn1dh cosð2HBÞ=ðk cosHBÞ;
and
f ¼ 2dHpndh sinHB=k:
Here, n is the index of refraction of the unexposed sample
and n1 is the index modulation amplitude, and the factor
cosð2HBÞ accounts for p-polarization. The solid line in Fig.
22 represents the fit of function Eq. (32) to the experimental
data and yields an amplitude of the index modulation up to
n1ð785Þ ¼ ð2:760:6Þ  104 and a hologram thickness of
dh ¼ ð0:6260:07Þ mm.
Assuming that the electro-optic effect is the reason for
the pronounced diffraction efficiency, an electric field must
be present in addition to the spatial density modulation of
small polarons. We now take into account that the light wave
vectors propagate at a small angle with respect to the normal
of the crystal and that the relation r333  3  r113 (see e.g.,
Ref. 113) holds. Thereby, we approximate neff with the index
of refraction for extraordinary light polarization ne and reff
 r333. At wavelength of k¼ 785 nm, we find neð785 nmÞ
¼ ð2:177660:0005Þ.108 The electro-optic coefficient has
been precisely determined to r333ð632:8 nmÞ ¼ 31:4 pm/V in
Ref. 114. Together with the dispersive behavior published in
Ref. 115, we extrapolate r333ð785 nmÞ ¼ 30:8 pm/V. All val-
ues hold for lithium niobate grown from the congruent melt
FIG. 21. Temporal dynamics of the intensity of the first order diffracted beam
Ið1stÞ for K k c-axis, ep k c-axis, and p-polarization. Recording conditions:
kp ¼ 532 nm, HB ¼ 11:5, spatial frequency K ¼ 1:4lm, Ip ¼ IR þ IS
¼ 380 GW/m2, and 230GW/m2, respectively. Bragg-matched probing condi-
tions: k¼ 785 nm, e k c-axis with p-polarization. The data are normalized to
the intensity of the incoming probe beam I0, and a logarithmic time scale is
applied. The straight lines correspond to a fit of a stretched-exponential func-
tion Eq. (18) to the data set. The insets sketch the respective recording and
probing configurations. Reproduced with permission from Imlau et al., Opt.
Express 19, 15322 (2011). Copyright 2011 OSA Publishing.
FIG. 22. Angular dependence of the intensity of the normalized first order
diffracted beam Ið1stÞ=I0 at t ¼ 1 l s after the pump pulse as a function of the
deviation dH of the Bragg-angle HB. The solid line represents the result of
fitting Eq. (32) to the experimental data. Reproduced with permission from
Imlau et al., Opt. Express 19, 15322 (2011). Copyright 2011 OSA
Publishing.
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and at room temperature. Then, the estimate for the electric
field strength is E ¼ 2  n1=ðn33  r333Þ  17 kV/cm.
Such a high electric field strength cannot be explained
with the diffusion mechanism with a saturation field of
Ediff ¼ ðkBT=eÞð2p=KÞ  1:25 kV/cm. Here, kB is the
Boltzmann constant and e the electron charge. We can also
exclude drift mechanisms in the absence of an externally
applied electric field. Instead, electric fields with a strength
up to 100 kV/cm are common for Fe-doped lithium niobate
induced via the bulk photovoltaic effect.23 Because of the ab-
sence of Fe-doping with significant concentration and a pre-
dominant valency 2þ upon thermal reduction, a photovoltaic
current may be assigned to the optical generation of small
polarons in the samples under study.
A second remarkable feature of the recorded gratings is
the shape of the temporal decay, which is non-exponential
and best described by the phenomenological stretched expo-
nential function (Eq. (18), solid line in Fig. 21). This observa-
tion cannot be assigned to holograms recorded conventionally
via the photorefractive effect in doped lithium niobate that
inevitably obey a single-exponential decay behavior.
Furthermore, the corresponding lifetimes are determined by
the dielectric relaxation time.116
In contrast, taking an electric field related to optically gen-
erated small bound polarons into account, a field decay accord-
ing to the relaxation behavior of bound polaron densities must
be expected. The latter is well-known to exhibit a non-
exponential decay behavior upon exposure to single ns-laser
pulses due to incoherent 3D hopping transport (see e.g.,
Refs. 15, 67, and 91) as it is the case for the samples under
study. The decay lifetime of small bound Nb4þLi polaron den-
sities is thermally activated with an activation energy of
Ea ¼ ð0:5360:07Þ eV, and decays in the ms-range
(s ¼ ð2:860:4Þms). The coincidence with the corresponding
data of the hologram relaxation dynamics in the same sample
(s ¼ ð3:060:3Þms and Ea ¼ ð0:5760:07Þ eV) is striking.
All these results thus strongly support the validity of
bound-polaron-based bulk photovoltaic currents; thus, a
relation between the optically generated small bound polaron
density and the appearance of an electric field that alters
the index of refraction via the linear electro-optic effect,
seems likely. The underlying currents that result in the build-




VII. IMPACT ON NONLINEAR PHOTONICS AND
CONCLUSION
This section addresses the question: What is the overall
impact of the reviewed considerations and experimental find-
ings? At a first glance, there is an obvious fundamental inter-
est in defect physics, charge localization, non-equilibrium
transport mechanism as well as light-matter-interaction on
the nano- and ultrafast time scale beyond many other topics
of solid state physics and optics from theory, experiment,
and modeling. This is due to the fact that the small polaron
problem contains a variety of modern physical questions and
problems, some of them still to be solved, allowing for syn-
ergetic effects in research of different disciplines.
However, more striking is the impact of optical nonli-
nearities of small polarons in the field of nonlinear pho-
tonics. Nonlinear photonics strongly develops in the 21st
century and is accompanied by an increasing demand of non-
linear optical nano-materials with instantaneous and/or
(ultra-)fast optical response. Here, LiNbO3 represents a
promising candidate, and small polarons are at the origin of
the interaction of (ultra-)short laser pulses with nanoscaled
quasiparticles.
A. Developing fields
Optical nonlinearities of small polarons in particular,
allow for the realization of some widely discussed, visionary
applications, including three-dimensional, real-time holo-
graphic displays. The state-of-the-art systems use re-
recordable photosensitive soft media, e.g., photo-addressable
polymers, and allow for a proof-of-principle and the further
improvement of these techniques. So far, however, the holo-
gram recording time, the maximum efficiency, more pre-
cisely the sensitivity and dynamic range, as well as the
possibilities for self-erasure of recorded holograms limit the
transfer to commercial systems. Small-polaron based holog-
raphy here may represent an important step towards real-
time applications, as it is demonstrated by holographic image
recording using a single ns-laser pulse and thermally
reduced, nominally undoped LiNbO3 in Ref. 117. Figure 23
shows a photograph of the reconstructed image that appears
for a moment, i.e., a duration of a few milliseconds, upon the
ns-recording process. Since large pulse intensities are
required for recording, the image is positioned within a 4f-
optical setup of the signal beam, which also serves as a
beam-clean up by Fourier filtering. According to the small
polaron dynamics, the efficiency of the reconstructed image
showed a temporal decay that can be modeled by a
stretched-exponential function with characteristic decay time
FIG. 23. Photograph of a reconstructed image recorded using a holographic
setup with a ns-laser pulse (532 nm) and thermally reduced, nominally pure
LiNbO3 crystals as hologram recording material. The image (a metal gobo,
see inset) was placed within the signal beam and cleaned-up using a 4f-
optic. Recording was performed with a single 8 ns laser pulse (total pulse
energy 22 mJ). The image was photographed using a charge-coupled de-
vice (CCD) and an electromechanical shutter that opened the diffracted laser
beam 1 ms after the laser pulse for a duration of 5ms.
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of 3ms. The recording mechanism follows the model
approach presented in Section VI and is based on a spatial
modulation of the optical dissociation of Nb4þLi :Nb
4þ
Li bipo-
larons. It is noteworthy that the millisecond decay represents
self-erasure of the hologram; thus, further hologram record-
ing becomes possible at a repetition rate of up to 100Hz,
quite reasonable for display technologies. Even higher repe-
tition rates become possible either by heating the crystal, i.e.,
acceleration of the incoherent hopping mechanism, or by
using small free Nb4þNb polarons instead. A further advantage
of this type of hologram recording is the possibility to record
holograms with different colors in the blue, green (by means
of O– or Nb4þLi :Nb
4þ
Li ), and red (by means of Nb
4þ
Li ) spectral
range. At the same time, holograms can be reconstructed
over a broad spectral range; both spectral dependencies of re-
cording and reconstruction are important pre-requisites for
color holography. Despite these promising features, LiNbO3
remains an expensive crystalline material, which may be
applied in small-frame 3D-displays, such as for head-
mounted displays, or for applications in real-time interferom-
etry, e.g., optical correlators for scanning fingerprints in the
framework of security issues. Gamaly et al. used nominally
undoped, stoichiometric LiNbO3 for the demonstration of
3D write-read-erase memory bits using 150 femtosecond
laser pulses.111
A very recent holographic application based on the
ultrafast, small polaron response time is described in Ref.
118, where light-amplification of a weak signal beam is real-
ized by means of wave-mixing with a strong pump. The
underlying mechanism is the possibility to generate a light
interference pattern even with beams of different color, i.e.,
frequency detuned beams, if pulses with a pulse duration in
the sub-ps-time regime are chosen. As depicted in Fig. 24,
amplification is observed in nominally undoped LiNbO3.
A prerequisite of light amplification is either the possibility
to record the fringe pattern, which is demonstrated in
Section VI as well as in Ref. 118, and a significant nonlinear-
ity in the recording/read-out process. Although the
underlying mechanism of the amplification process itself is
not fully understood, so far, the role of small polarons cannot
be excluded.
B. Present applications
Optical nonlinearities of small polarons need to be dis-
cussed in the framework of present applications of LiNbO3
in nonlinear photonics, as well. Very prominent is to use lith-
ium niobate as a nonlinear optical crystal for frequency con-
version. Here, small polarons limit the crystal’s conversion
efficiency, its operation lifetime, as well as the tolerable
energy of the pump beam and the repetition rate of the pulse
laser system itself, as it will be discussed in the following. It
will be shown that, from a fundamental viewpoint, under-
standing of optical nonlinearities of small polarons has a
large impact on optimizing converter features of LiNbO3.
Examples include pre-treatment and/or doping with appro-
priate external dopants or tuning of the laser system parame-
ters according to small polaron features.
Let us assume the generation of harmonic light pulses at
kSHG ¼ 532 nm by pumping a nominally undoped LiNbO3
crystals with short, intense Gaussian laser pulses of a Q-
switched YAG:Nd-laser operated at kpump ¼ 1064 nm with
intensity Ipump, repetition rate frep and pulse durations in the
nanosecond regime. Intensities of the generated harmonic
pulses ISHG exceeding 1GW/cm
2 at the output of the crystal
are assumed. The aspect of quasi phase-matching, necessary
for efficient frequency conversion in LiNbO3 will be dis-
cussed seperately below, as it is responsible for further pecu-
larities of small polaron dynamics.
Regarding a first infrared laser pulse, free carrier excita-
tion will occur in LiNbO3 by interband two-photon absorp-
tion due to the (self-)generated harmonic laser pulse at
532 nm (Section IV). The carrier density will be spatially
limited to the beam path of the pulse and will increase
towards the output surface of the crystal in accordance with
the rise of the harmonic intensity. At the end of the ns-pulse
a fraction of such carriers is trapped at NbNb and/or NbLi,
giving rise to the appearance of a transient absorption. Here,
we remind of their spectrally broad absorption features of
the order of 1 eV (cf. 5). In particular, the absorption
related to small free Nb4þNb as well as to small bound Nb
4þ
Li
polarons cover the wavelength of the laser pump beam at
1064 nm (1.165 eV). Phenomenologically, this effect is
called green light-induced infrared absorption (GRIRA),119
a terminology that is common in laser physics to describe
equivalent phenomena in the nonlinear optical crystal
KTiOPO4 (KTP).
120 It must be added that also O polarons
are formed in this process, and that the absorption at 532 nm
(2.33 eV) is constituted by contributions of FP, GP, and HP.
This transient absorption (or GRIRA), decays in a stretched
exponential way with characteristic lifetimes in the micro-
second (Nb4þNb) and millisecond (Nb
4þ
Li ) regime as another
small polaron feature in LiNbO3.
For a laser system in single pulse operation mode, there
are no further consequences of GRIRA. However, in repeti-
tion mode, the appearance of GRIRA means that subsequent
laser pulses will be strongly attenuated at both fundamental
FIG. 24. Probe beam transmission versus time delay of the probe pulse with
respect to the pump pulse in nominally undoped LiNbO3. The wavelengths
of the probe pulse are 485 nm and 493 nm for blue and green dots, respec-
tively, the pump wavelength is ’ 490 nm. The inset shows the detuning de-
pendence of the net gain factor (amplification minus absorption) for probe
and pump pulses matched in time. Reproduced with permission from
Odoulov et al., Nat. Commun. 6, 5866 (2015). Copyright 2015 Nature
Publishing Group. Reproduced by permission of Nature Publishing Group.
All rights reserved.
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and harmonic wavelengths, if the time delay to the initial
pulse falls within the small polaron lifetime slifetime. In this
case, absorption (i) suppresses the intensity of the harmonic
wave, thus affecting the conversion efficiency, (ii) heats the
crystal mainly by the interaction with the intense fundamen-
tal wave121 that (iii) results in the effect of thermal lensing
via the thermo-optic effect. In case of very high intensities,
even (iv) an irreversible thermo-mechanical damage of the
crystal must be expected. From the viewpoint of a laser sys-
tem with intra-cavity frequency conversion, GRIRA further-
more represents an increase of laser-cavity losses and,
depending on the magnitude of the absorption change, may
result in the complete break-down of laser operation.
Besides, the generation of small polarons in the beam
path of the laser pulses is accompanied with changes in the
index of refraction (Section VI) that are a second source for
laser break-down in intra-cavity setups. The index changes
exhibit a spatial profile transversal to the beam path that is
determined by the spatial (Gaussian) intensity profile of the
laser pulses and act as a focusing or de-focusing index lens
depending on the sign of the index change. This effect results
in pronounced fanning, e.g., of femtosecond laser pulses in
LiNbO3
122 and has a similar effect on the laser systems oper-
ation as the so-called optical damage that has been studied
intensively in the framework of the photorefractive effect in
LiNbO3 particularly with the aim to reduce its action by stoi-
chiometry.123–127 In contrast, index changes based on optical
nonlinearities of small-polarons are short-lived and recover
on a millisecond time scale.
In order to overcome such manifold problems related
with GRIRA, the repetition rate frep of the laser system must
be chosen such that small polarons completely relax between
two subsequent laser pulses, i.e., frep  1=slifetime. If higher
repetition rates are required, one may take advantage of the
hopping process, mainly responsible for the magnitude of
the decay time of the transient absorption and being ther-
mally activated. For this purpose, a LiNbO3 crystal simply
needs to be operated at elevated temperatures. Here, care
must be taken not to activate further unwanted phenomena
such as proton transport.
The general tendency in laser physics, however, is to
completely suppress the appearance of transient optical non-
linearities, i.e., to suppress the formation of small polarons at
all. This can be realized for small bound polarons by remov-
ing the related intrinsic (or extrinsic) defect centers. For
LiNbO3, appropriate techniques have been well developed
over the last decades. One possibility is to use stoichiometric
(or near-stoichiometric) LiNbO3 crystals (reviewed, e.g., in
Ref. 39). Or, NbLi antisites can be removed by doping of
LiNbO3 with optically not active extrinsic defects that are
incorporated in the crystal lattice on a Li site such as MgLi or
YLi (reviewed, e.g., in Ref. 127). Such additional dopants
can be found in most of the commercial LiNbO3 frequency
converters. In both cases, however, small free polarons are
not removed due to their structural relation with the undis-
turbed NbNb crystal sub-lattice, so that GRIRA and causally
related index changes remain (contrary to photovoltaic
driven effects). Nevertheless, the spectral features of GRIRA
as well as its dynamics changes significantly, as it is
demonstrated in the transient absorption study of Conradi
et al.128 for LiNbO3 with different MgLi dopant concentra-
tions in the VIS and by Kitaeva et al. up to the infrared.129
For the case of frequency conversion using ultrafast laser
systems, the formation of small polarons was studied in
MgO-doped crystals in Ref. 130. As the pulse duration may
fall below the small polaron formation time of 100 fs, how-
ever, the interaction with free-carrier absorption (FCA)
much larger than small polaron absorption needs to be con-
sidered.131 The FCA magnitude is higher due to a compara-
ble large number density of free carriers (below 1% of free
carriers are trapped as small polarons, see also Table I) as
well as larger absorption cross section.84
We note that the interaction of fundamental and har-
monic pulses with Nb4þNb :Nb
4þ
Li bipolarons can be discussed
in the same manner by considering optical dissociation of
BP, and formation of FP and HP. Although it seems that
thermally reduced LiNbO3 may not be considered for fre-
quency conversion, the appearance of a transient transpar-
ency due to BP dissociation and particularly at the
wavelength of the harmonic may be of interest. Merschjann
et al. were able to demonstrate that, for a so-called moderate
thermal pre-treatment of LiNbO3, it becomes possible to
completely suppress the appearance of a transient, i.e., of
GRIRA. In this case, however, the BP groundstate absorp-
tion is to be considered for the initial pulse, which is compa-
rably weak at 1064 nm and may be less critical if the
nonlinear optical crystal is placed externally to the laser
cavity.
So far, the appearance of GRIRA is discussed without
consideration of the ferroelectric domain structure in
LiNbO3. For efficient frequency conversion, i.e., in order to
make use of the larger nonlinear optical coefficients of
LiNbO3, quasi phase matching is applied.
132,133 For this pur-
pose, a periodic inversion of the direction of spontaneous
polarization is required that is realized by periodic electric-
field poling of the crystal bulk.134 Even at elevated tempera-
ture, however, this remains challenging taking into account
the huge coercitive field of several kV/mm of LiNbO3 from
the congruently melt. As a result, thin slabs of periodically
poled LiNbO3 (PPLN) are commercially available that are
well suitable as frequency converters in small-sized, low-
power laser systems. An interesting approach for the synthe-
sis of bulk PPLN, based on temperature fluctuations during
Czochralski growth, is presented by Feng et al.135 Periodic
temperature fluctuations may be induced by displacing the
rotation axis from the symmetry axis of the temperature
field. In order to accentuate the growth striations produced,
the melt is doped with yttrium, YLi. From the boule, PPLN
crystals with thicknesses of several millimeter can be suc-
cessfully prepared, and it is shown by Naumova et al. that
further dopants can be applied.136
As a specific feature of this crystal growth technique,
stoichiometry and concentration of YLi are spatially modu-
lated in direction of the propagating laser pulses;137 thus, the
type of pulse-induced small polarons and respective number
densities are expected to vary significantly. It becomes rather
difficult to estimate the interplay of optical effects of the dif-
ferent regimes and to predict overall pulse propagation.
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Nevertheless, the comprehensive knowledge of optical nonli-
nearities of small polarons obtained for LiNbO3, so far (cf.
Section III), allows for the modeling, e.g., of the dynamics
of the transient absorption/GRIRA, in PPLN:Y. A respective
comprehensive study is presented by Schoke et al. in Ref.
138. Figure 25 highlights the temporal evolution of the light-
induced absorption in a PPLN:Y crystal in direct comparison
to single-domain, nominally pure LiNbO3. The crystals have
been thermally pre-treated to probe the stoichiometry altera-
tion by means of a Nb4þLi :Nb
4þ
Nb bipolaron modulation. For
the PPLN:Y sample, a transient transparency at 488 nm ini-
tially induced by the pump pulse changes to a transient
absorption at 1ms prior to its decay (s > 0:1 s). Obviously,
this behavior is a result of two super-imposed decay compo-
nents with different time constants and opposite sign in their
amplitudes. The key in understanding this behavior are the
different contributions from different layers of the PPLN
crystal to the overall signal: congruent layers contribute
mainly by NbLi defects, particularly by the bipolaron behav-
ior, which is responsible for a light-induced transparency in
the blue spectral range and a short recombination time due to
a high antisite concentration in such layers. (Near-)stoichio-
metric layers account for hole polaron properties, i.e., a
light-induced absorption in the blue spectral range and a
comparably long lifetime. Hence, the deconvolution of the
signal in two components according to the inset of Fig. 25
essentially indicates the respective contributions of bipolaron
recombination and hole polaron relaxation to the overall
signal.
We like to note that all these considerations are not only
valid for the nonlinear optical crystal LiNbO3. Polaronic
effects are found in nearly any nonlinear optical crystal and
are discussed at the origin of the so-called blue light-induced
infrared absorption (BLIIRA) in KNbO3,
46,139 GRIRA120 or
gray tracking in KTiOPO4
48,140,141 and in LiTaO3.
47
Furthermore, polarons limit the performance of LiB3O5
(LBO)49 and b-BaB2O4 (BBO),
45 which are technologically
of utmost importance for high-power laser applications.
Even the surface growth of amorphous Si on LBO crystals is
discussed to originate from small polarons that are charging
the exposed surface area.142 Studies of optical nonlinearities
of small polarons are supported in any of these materials by
means of electron-spin resonance at low temperatures.43,44
In conclusion, the exciting interplay between optical
nonlinearities commonly assigned to continuum systems on
the one side and small polarons that represent localities on
the other side is surveyed. The key in closing the gap
between continuum and locality is either the appearance of
optical excitation from small polarons to energy levels that
are resonant with bandlike states as well as the observation
of ensembles of small polarons with large number density. It
is well demonstrated—and without any doubt—that the
small polaron approach is very powerful to describe the lin-
ear and nonlinear optical properties of LiNbO3. It particu-
larly satisfies the demands for the understanding of processes
on the atomic length and ultrafast time scale in the age of
nanoscience and femtonics with appropriate techniques
widely available for investigations. An outstanding strength
is the all-over modeling, e.g., the broad-band, asymmetric
absorption bands, and of transport issues, e.g., the low-
mobility incoherent current density, and of the possibility to
assign tensorial properties of the photo-galvanic effect with
the atomic structure of LiNbO3 and of carrier dynamics over
several magnitudes of time, i.e., from femtoseconds to
seconds. Moreover, any of the (phenomenologically) well-
known effects, e.g., the bulk photovoltaic effect, GRIRA,
light-induced index changes, and many more, can be
explained comprehensively. It is the basis for predictions
and material tuning and/or material engineering in the frame-
work of existing—as well as visionary—applications in the
field of nonlinear photonics. Although a small polaron theory
is developed in a convincing way, a variety of experimental
studies particularly on the nanoscale and in the ultrafast time
domain are expected. This will further raise the impact of
optical nonlinearities of small polarons in LiNbO3.
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